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Abstract 
The Impact of Medical Devices Regulations on 

Notified Bodies and Additive Manufacturing 

Qi Jianing 
Wei Shilun 
 
The medical device regulatory system, as well as the medical device market in the 

European Union (EU), is now facing challenges posed by the newest regulation, Medical 

device regulations (MDR). Researches have shown concerns and possible consequences 

related to this new regulation system from both the regulatory approval procedure and 

market development perspectives. This study aims to elaborate on a practical and 

objective situation of this latest shift and picture out a predictable scenario for the 

implementation of future technology like Additive Manufacturing (AM) in healthcare. 

These two objectives are addressed from the perspective of the core role in this 

system, Notified Bodies (NBs). Specifically, it answers the following questions: What is 

the impact of the MDR on the NBs’ operations? What is the impact of the MDR on 

the device building on AM from NBs’ perspective? A literature review is conducted on 

existing researches in the relevant fields mentioned in the research questions of this 

study. Then a self-completion questionnaire is generated and sent to NBs who offer 

the CE marking granting service for the medical devices around the EU. The eight 

responses for the survey indicate that the MDR influences NBs and the device building 

on AM from several perspectives. For the NBs, the number of NBs will decrease while 

the workload and new recruitment will increase. Also, the independence and 

competences of NBs will be improved by MDR. In the case of AM-relevant medical 

devices, MDR will pose specific issues on them while the market will be developed by 

ensuring the product quality and raising public awareness. These findings are valuable 

practical evidence to examine the application of MDR and the implementation of 

technology like AM in healthcare under MDR. Overall, it found that the MDR will cause 

a tough situation in the short term. At the same time, the far-reaching influence for the 

regulatory system, as well as the medical device market, is affirmative and expectable 

worthy. 
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Popular science summary 

After the publication of the new Medical Device Regulation around the EU in 2017, 
the number of Notified Bodies who can work on the new MDR has dramatically 
dropped from 54 to 14. These organizations are working on the regulation of medical 
devices like hearing aid, medical thermometer, baby scales, and forth.  Also, the most 
promising and innovative technology in the medical device field like Additive 
Manufacturing has been confirmed only to share little of the medical device market. 
Obviously, the regulatory system and the medical devices market in the EU are facing 
big challenges.  

How do these unusual situations happen? Is the shift of medical device regulatory 
system the main reason behind? What is the exact impact of Medical Device Regulation 
on both the regulatory system as well as the medical device market?  

Study the impact of Medical Device Regulation from the Notified Bodies' perspective 
is the main content of this study. Notified Bodies are the core of the medical device 
regulatory system that is responsible for the CE marking granting procedures of medical 
devices in the European Union. In the European Market, the medical devices can only 
be launched after getting the CE marking. Thereby the responses gained from Notified 
Bodies are critical and meaningful. The impact of the Medical Device Regulation is 
investigated in two aspects. First is the Notified Bodies' operations, which represent the 
regulatory system of the medical devices. And the other is the Additive Manufacturing 
technology in healthcare, which represents the future medical device market 
development.  

The study indicates that the Medical Device Regulation will pose a tough situation to 
Notified bodies and devices building on innovative technology in the short term. 
Nevertheless, the impact is positive and valuable in the long term. In detail, because of 
the stricter requirements in Medical Device Regulation, Notified Bodies will face 
pressures in rearranging the personnel and dealing with the increasing workload. But 
their independence and competences will be improved for better operation in the 
regulatory system. Also, Medical Device Regulation will pose issues and concerns that 
might hinder the implementation of innovative technology like Additive Manufacturing 
in healthcare. However, the product quality and safety are guaranteed by the stricter 
approval procedure under Medical Device Regulation. 

This research contributes to the associate field with two achievements. It elaborated on 
a practical and objective situation of Medical Device Regulation, which can be used to 
examine the current application of this new system. A predictable scenario is also 
pictured out for the implementation of the new technology like Additive Manufacturing 
technology under the Medical Device Regulation. 



 

 

 

For the parties involved in this regulatory approval procedure, the general awareness of 
the potential consequences and the most significant changes in Medical Device 
Regulation is clarified, which they can use to reflect on and consider further 
adjustments or future planning. Notified Bodies who have not obtained a certificate of 
Medical Device Regulation can learn from this research for better preparation for 
Medical Device Regulation. Besides, manufacturers producing devices with Additive 
Manufacturing technology can identify the critical issues of implementing Additive 
Manufacturing technology in the medical device under the Medical Device Regulation 
as well as the concerns of current market development. The case of Additive 
Manufacturing technology can also be learned by other manufacturers to know the 
critical components for the regulatory approval of a medical device. Last but not least, 
the public could get to know about this regulatory system and this newest regulatory 
shift from inside (Notified Bodies' perspective). The public can understand the situation 
of possible delays in the availability of medical devices because the Medical Device 
Regulation is improving the protection of patients' safety. 
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1. Introduction  

In this part, a general introduction concerning the system of Medical Device Regulation (MDR), 
roles of Notified Bodies (NBs) and the concept of Additive Manufacturing (AM) in healthcare 
is presented. Moreover, the purposes and research questions for this study are illustrated.  

1.1. Background 

1.1.1. The medical device regulatory system in European Union (EU)  

The medical device industry is heavily regulated. Regulators, including those in the United 
States and Europe, have rules to ensure the safe use of medical equipment. These regulators 
emphasize creating high-quality products. It is also in everyone's best interest to produce high-
quality medical equipment. The following are how the World Health Organization (WHO) 
evaluates medical devices and regulations in healthcare.  

“Medical devices are essential for safe and effective prevention, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation of 
illness and disease. The achievement of health-related development goals, including the Millennium 
Development Goals upon proper manufacturing, regulation, planning, assessment, acquisition, management 
and use of medical devices which are of good quality, safe and compatible with the settings in which they 
are used” (WHO, 2014). 

“Regulation is primarily concerned with enabling patient access to high quality, safe and effective medical 
devices, and avoiding access to products that are unsafe. When appropriately implemented, regulation 
ensures public health benefit and the safety of patients, health care workers and the community” (WHO, 
2017). 

From their view, the regulation is essential. Regulations can help establish surveillance system 
and other measures to ensure the quality, safety and effectiveness of medical devices.  

Meeting regulatory compliance requirements is important for businesses in all sectors, but is 
of critical importance to pharmaceutical, medical devices and healthcare 
(GlobalCompliancePanel, 2018). The medical device saves lives. The sooner the medical 
device gets to market, the sooner it can help people. Compliance is an important factor in the 
success of every medical device manufacturer. The ultimate purpose of development of 
medical equipment is to help the patient. Use of medical equipment can improve patients’ 
health, or even save their lives (Perforce, 2020).  

The regulatory approval process of medical devices in the EU consists of two main parts, 
premarket review and post-market reporting (Chai, 2000). Three organizations are assigned to 
take responsibilities in the regulatory cycle of medical devices by Directives. They are 1)State-
based Device Competent Authorities, the organization monitoring the whole regulatory 
system;  2) Manufacturers who want to sell medical devices in the EU; 3) The third-party 
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certification organizations, Notified Bodies, the detection organization designed by the 
Minister of Health, Welfare, and Sport (Altenstetter, 2003). According to the European 
Commission (EC), every manufacturer who wants to sell medical devices in the EU is required 
to apply for the CE marking through this regulatory system, where the premarket review 
(conformity assessment) and the post market review are conducted by the NBs. The key 
procedure and core organizations in the regulatory system is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Key procedure & core organizations in the regulatory system 

According to the EU commission, NBs play a significant role in the regulatory system, they 
mostly act as the only bridge between the manufacturers and the medical device regulatory 
system. The operations of NBs are closely related to the development of the regulations. In 
2017, the latest regulatory system for medical devices, MDR, has been published, which is 
expected to optimize the medical device regulatory system comprehensively (Migliore, 2017). 
As the core of this system, the functions of NBs are also redefined. The general tasks for NBs 
are clarified in the latest MDR as follows (European Commission, 2019b).  

 Assessing the manufacturer’s quality management system; 

 Evaluating the technical documentation – sometimes together with product sample 
verification; 

 Reviewing the clinical data/evidence (non-compulsory); 

 Issuing ConformitÉ EuropÉene (CE) marking certificates; 

 Announced annual surveillance audits; 

 Unannounced audits at least every five years, with sample testing; 

 Post-market surveillance review. 

These tasks for NBs are quite similar to the ones in the previous system, Medical Device 
Directive (MDD). However, several significant changes are posed by MDR to improve the 
NBs operation system. Based on existing researches on the MDR, these changes are concluded 
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as follows.  

 new stricter designation procedure asking for new requirements on capabilities and 
competencies (Boutrand, 2013) 

 required internal personnel rotation (MDR, 2020). 

 required necessary consult with expert group/panels(scrutiny) (MDR, 2020). 

 required stricter assessment on the high-risk (Class III) devices (Boutrand, 2013) 

After this new shift of the medical device regulatory system, the number of NBs has decreased 
from 54 to 14 during 2017 -2020 (Oriel, 2020). The NBs, even the whole regulatory system is 
facing challenges posed by MDR. However, little study has been conducted to illustrate this 
situation.  

1.1.2. AM in healthcare 

AM refers to a manufacturing process that producing 3D objectives with the technique of 
adding many various materials layer by layer (Kaufui and Aldo, 2012). AM became popular 
after 3D solid modeling Computer-Aided Design (CAD), a platform for designers to design 
and share freely in a digital environment. The AM provides the possibility of transforming all 
these digital designs on this platform into physical objectives (Gibson, 2017). Thereby, there 
is considerable potential in implementing AM in many industry fields like mechanical 
components, furniture, healthcare, and so on. Several products made by AM are shown in the 
following figures.  

 
a)               b)                          c)                           d)  

Figure 2. Practical products produced by AM technology a) Alfa Romeo Twin Spark Con 
Rod; b) 3D-printed chair, which can hold 720KG while weight 950g; c)3D-printed heart with 

human tissue and vessels; d) 3D-printed bones 

The implementation of AM in the healthcare sector has been confirmed to bring the 
manufacturing process into a new era. The ability to change the medical practice by fastening 
the prototyping process (Kaufui and Aldo, 2012) as well as offering patient-specific solutions 
(Gibson, 2017) have made the AM technology highly applicable in the healthcare sector. 
Thereby the medical field is also one of the significant applications fields of AM technology. 
For example, AM technology can conduct the bones transplants in a better way that the 
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transplant is practically the same as the original, and the doctors can choose the materials that 
permit the ability of cells to achieve bone-forming in the grafting area. Besides, AM technology 
can help the doctor to produce customized implants based on individual data from medical 
scanning. These implants have shown three or five times higher mechanical strength than the 
ones produced by other processes, whereas the issues caused by micro debris are avoided. The 
patients’ recovery rates are also speeded up, and the possibility of follow-up operations is 
reduced by AM technology because of the perfect fit of implants with patients (Kaufui and 
Aldo, 2012). 

Many challenges also have risen for AM in healthcare these years, which mainly concerns 
about safety and quality issues (Mukul, Vinod and Rakesh, 2019). The regulatory system was 
expected to address these issues in a proper way (Lind et al., 2017). Whereas the MDR intends 
to protect the patients’ safety from these safety and quality issues (Martelli et al., 2019). Many 
regulations have been revised to achieve this objective by MDR, where certain impacts will 
happen to the medical devices building on AM. 

1.2. Problematization  

After the publication of MDR, the criticisms and concerns are described by researchers from 
several aspects like economic (Boutrand, 2013), patient safety (Groennvold, 2017), product 
development (Migliore, 2017), clinical investigation (Groennvold, 2017), transparency 
(Thienpont et al., 2020), roles of Notified Bodies (Migliore, 2017). The new MDR has set up 
stricter requirements for NBs. NBs must have been influenced by this new shift significantly 
as being the core role of this regulatory system. Although the EU Commission gives four years 
as the transformation period from MDD to MDR, the sharply declining number of NBs within 
2017-2020 indicates the tough situation caused by MDR. However, the practical impacts and 
actual consequences of MDR on NBs’ operations have not been figured out yet.  

Moreover, when the MDR comes into force, it is crucial to achieving medical device 
compliance for manufacturers. If the company could not manage that in the global marketplace, 
regulatory change can result in fines, penalties, and loss of market access (Deloitte, 2017). This 
shift will require a significant investment in time and resources. Getting approval is the key to 
sharing the equipment in the world. Coordinating with NBs is a pivotal strategy to manage the 
complexity of medical device regulatory changes in the EU (Deloitte, 2017). In the medical 
device market, AM technology has been regarded as one of the revolutionary technologies in 
the healthcare sector (Huang et al., 2013), which could represent the future development of the 
medical device market. The implementation of this critical technology in healthcare could be 
affected by the regulatory changes significantly like the MDR does not provide AM with a 
specific status (Darragh, 2019). It is necessary to determine the questions like whether new 
conformity assessment routes are now applicable to the current product portfolio. 

The MDR is expected to be fully implemented in 2021, while there is no specific evidence 
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show whether it could improve the whole medical device market in the EU. It is needed to learn 
about the impacts and consequences of MDR so that more evidence can be generated for the 
further implementation and optimization for MDR. Supposing it was learned from the 
perspective of the essential role of the regulatory system, NBs, a high level of reliability of 
these pieces of evidence, as well as high transparency of the system, could be achieved. 
Furthermore, supposing the impacts of MDR were studied with connection to the newest 
potential technology like AM (from NBs’ perspective), which has been emphasized as the 
starter for the new era in the healthcare sector. The in-depth influences of MDR on future 
medical device market development could be addressed in a specific way, which is meaningful 
for both the technical implementation and the medical device market development. 

1.3. Purpose 

The objective of this quantitative research is figuring out the impact of MDR scientifically on 
both the current regulatory system and the medical devices market. Self-questionnaire is used 
to collect data from NBs, the core role in the medical device regulatory system. Respondents 
need to answer the questions concerning the new medical approval system in the EU(MDR) 
and the device building AM from basic understanding to in-depth comprehension of the critical 
content. Thereby, two intended studied purposes are classified:1) the impact of MDR on NBs’ 
operations; 2) the effects of MDR on the newest technology AM (from NBs’ perspective). 
After this study, a practical and objective situation of the MDR can be elaborated to examine 
the application of this latest shift. Moreover, a further scenario for the implementation of future 
technology like AM under MDR can be predicted. 

1.4. Research question 

1. What is the impact of the Medical Device Regulation on the Notified Bodies’ operations? 

2. What is the impact of the Medical Device Regulation on the device building on AM, from 
Notified Bodies’ perspective? 

1.5. Structure of thesis 

This thesis first presents the literature review in part 2 where the literature in the related fields 
of study is reviewed. Part 3 explains the research methodology of the thesis, research design, 
data collection method and data analysis method. Part 4 explains the empirical findings and the 
results from quantitative analysis which have been performed. Part 5 discusses the findings 
with the reflections on the literature review. In part 6, thesis ends with the conclusion.  
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2. Literature review  

In this section, review of the current researches on the relevant studied fields is presented. It 
consists of three main parts, the EU regulatory system (MDR), the NBs and the AM in 
healthcare.  

2.1.  Regulation of medical devices in EU 

2.1.1. Overview 

Three directives prescribing the medical device law in the EU came into force gradually along 
with the rapid growth of the Medical Devices market (Chai, 2000). They were Directive 
90/385/EEC on Active Implantable Medical Devices (AIMD), Directive 93/42/EEC on 
medical devices (MDD), and Directive 98/79/EC on In Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Medical 
Device. Each of the directives targeted at different medical devices. The full overview of the 
system is shown in Figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 3. The overview of Regulatory system of medical devices in EU 

All these three Directives show the same core features that cope with the harmonization in the 
“New approach”, which was illustrated from three aspects, the protection of free trade, the 
protection of the public, and the harmonized standards (Chai, 2000). The smooth operation of 
the internal market within the EU pictured a scenario where there was no internal boundary 
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among the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital. Instead, every Member State 
must satisfy the essential requirement to state the rules in the design, manufacturing and 
package of medical devices. The recognized level of public protection was expected to apply 
to all Member States by all Directives too. Member States were required only to release the 
devices that “do not compromise the safety and health of the patient, users, and... other persons 
when properly[implanted or installed], maintained and used in accordance with their intended 
purpose” (Council Directive, 1990; Council Directive, 1993b) “other persons when properly 
[implanted or installed], maintained and used in accordance with their intended purpose” 
(Council Directive, 1990; Council Directive, 1993b). Identically, Member States could only 
release the devices that meet with the requirement of the IVD Medical Devices Directive. That 
was “when duly supplied and properly installed, maintained and used in accordance with their 
intended purpose”(Council Directive, 1998). To reduce the risks with medical devices in their 
design, manufacture and package process, harmonized standards were necessary for the 
promotion of essential requirements, which was also one part of the conformity assessment. 

Lastly, the Medical Device Regulation (MDR) and In-vitro Medical Device Regulation IVDR 
entered into force on May 25th, 2017. These regulations would replace the EU directives (MDD, 
IVDD, and AIMD). And the MDR will be fully applied on May 26th, 2020, and the IVDR will 
be applied on May 26th, 2022 (MDR, 2020). However, this application is delayed to May 2021 
by the special situation of coronavirus disease. “…The European Council voted 27-0 … to 
adopt an amendment to delay the application of the Medical Devices Regulation by one year 
and allow for EU-wide derogations for certain medical devices needed in the response to the 
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic.”(Michael, 2020). 

2.1.2. Content of system 

Premarket review and post-market reporting are two major procedures in the regulatory 
approval process of medical devices in the EU (Chai, 2000). Directives also assign three 
organizations with different responsibilities to maintain the operations of this regulatory cycle 
like shown in Table 1 (Altenstetter, 2003). 

Table 1. Key actors and roles in the medical device regulatory approval process   

Name of organization Roles 
State-based Device Competent Authorities Monitoring the whole regulatory system 
Manufacturers Selling medical devices in the EU by going through the 

regulatory system 
The third-party certification organizations 
(NB) 

Detecting the whole regulatory system by conducting the 
premarket review and post-market reporting procedures 
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Premarket review 

The premarket review is also known as the conformity assessment review. Manufacturers are 
required to conduct the conformity assessment on the devices which are intended to be 
launched into the EU market. There are essential requirements during this review process, 
which cover both general aspects and technical aspects (Chai, 2000). Based on the risk of 
device usage, the time of contact with the human body and the invasiveness of the device, the 
device is classified into four different classes (Council Directive, 1993a). Then, the different 
corresponding conformity assessment procedures will be conducted with device based on its 
class. For the devices in a low-risk degree, the self-certificated conformity assessment 
procedures by manufacturers are sufficient for marketing the products in the EU. As for the 
higher-risk devices, manufacturers have to choose review modes in the conformity assessment 
procedure and conduct together with NBs in the production or design process (Chai, 2000). 
The classifications and corresponding conformity assessments could be viewed in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Medical devices classification & corresponding conformity assessment 

Post market reporting 

After the marketing of the devices, all manufacturers have to report to the competent authorities 
about the disadvantageous issues. Which concerns with “characteristics and/or performance of 
the devices” or the shortage of labeling or the use instructions, which may include “any 
malfunction, failure, or deterioration that might lead, or might have led, to the death of a 
patient, user, or other people” (Council Directive, 1990; Council Directive, 1993b; Council 
Directive, 1998). They also have to send the report of systematic recall on the same type of 
devices that may cause death. According to the EU medical device post-market regulatory 
system, there are several reporting requirements for the manufacturers like “Safeguard Clause”, 
“Particular Health Monitoring Measures” and “Vigilance Procedures”. 
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2.1.3. The birth of MDR 

According to the existing studies on the regulatory system of medical devices in the EU, it is 
evident that the problems of the previous regulation system gave birth to the MDR, and the 
new system was expected to make tremendous improvements (Migliore, 2017). The 
comparison between Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the US or the medicine 
regulation in the EU was the most common way to study the regulatory system. Problems and 
concerns were pointed out by the researches. 

An Example of Comparison with US 

Several prominent system features that vary from these two regulatory systems, which refer to 
Mandate, Centralization, Data requirements, Transparency, Funding and Access (Venkatesh 
and Bandla, 2017). Details could be seen in Table 2. 

Table 2. The comparison of medical devices regulation system between US and EU 

SYSTEM 
FEATURES 

FDA - US MDD- EU 

MANDATE  Be mandated to provide reasonable 
assurance on the medical devices 
concerning with the safety and 
effectiveness because of public’s 
sensitiveness on the adverse events. 
 The severity of disease and the 
availability of alternative treatments 
were seriously considered for the 
evaluation of high-risk devices. 
 

 The system was initially directed by the 
“Single Market”- concept framework for the 
streamlining trade and harmonize the 
standards within the EU(Council of the 
European Union, 2008). 
 Compared with reducing the trade barriers, 
the protection of public health was not the 
primary goal (Campillo-Artero, 2013). 
 Concerns might rise up from the 
cooperation with industry clients as well as 
the balance between effectiveness and risk of 
safety. 

CENTRALIZATION    It is easier and simpler to achieve 
the standardization and coordination 
of premarketing and post-marketing 
evaluation because of the central 
system in the US 

   The processes carried out by Competent 

Authorities and NBs without any public， 

searchable system. 

DATA 
REQUIREMENTS 

   The devices performance data was 
regarded less important than clinical 
effectiveness (Campillo-Artero, 
2013). 

   The devices performance data was 
regarded as more important than clinical 
effectiveness (Campillo-Artero, 2013). 
   It is impossible to conduct the study on 
the premarket features of the intended to be 
recalled devices in EU where the insights on 
the clinical endpoints of high-risk devices 
are limited. 
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Table 2. Continued 

SYSTEM 
FEATURES 

FDA - US MDD- EU 

TRANSPARENCY    FDA has made almost all the 
regulatory processes public-accessible 
with several mechanisms like 
“Summary of Safety and effectiveness 
Data” could provide justification and 
discussion of adverse events for the 
approval of high-risk devices. 

   The relevant review data only 
circulate within the involved organization 
like Competent Authorities and NBs. 

FUNDING    The funding of the FDA consists of 
federal appropriations (80%) and user 
fees (<20%). 
   The changes in federal funding and 
political climate could affect the FDA 

   The financial support for the 
Competent Authorities in the EU is 
variable among countries, and the NBs are 
paid directly by manufacturers. 
   The interest conflicts with industry 
clients could emerge for NBs. 

ACCESS    Higher patients’ accessibility to 
new devices like the clinical 
premarketing testing of devices, 
institutional review boards and typically 
post-approval studies evaluating 
outcomes were asked by  
FDA(Kramer, Xu and Kesselheim, 
2012). 
   Higher patients’ accessibility to 
new devices like the clinical 
premarketing testing of devices, 
institutional review boards and typically 
post-approval studies evaluating 
outcomes were asked by  
FDA(Kramer, Xu and Kesselheim, 
2012). 

     There were 23 of 42 devices 
confirmed to be approved by both the US 
and EU and the approvals from EU were 
received averagely 3.5 years earlier than 
the US (Kramer, Xu and Kesselheim, 
2012). 
   Less rigorous proof of the 
effectiveness of the fast-accessible devices 
in the EU could lead to some issues that not 
showed up in the premarket 
review(Kramer, Xu and Kesselheim, 
2012). 

POSTMARKET 
SURVEILLANCE 

   The low adverse events 
notification rate was one essential pain 

   The coordination and analysis vary 
widely in EU. Only several countries were 
notified of adverse events rather than the 
whole EC (Campillo-Artero, 2013). 
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Problems 

Based on the comparison above, the problems in the medical devices regulation in the EU are 
evident and clear to understand. As a result, researches like the clinical reader in surgery Peter 
McCulloch (2012) have concluded the problems of the current system into several aspects. 

Public safety 

The withdrawal of Poly Implant Prothèse (PIP) breast implants in 2010 due to the use of low-
grade silicone has been a typical fact that showed the safety issues the system posed, which 
also strongly undermines the trust from public and professional (Eikermann et al., 2013). 
Clinicians also always show passive attitudes on the EU regulations of the medical device 
because they thought what the system illustrate was unclear for them (McCulloch, 2012). 

The example of single-use devices and multiple-use devices also show the complex reasons 
behind the MDD’s failure in public health. Since a lot of health and clinical issues are resizing 
from the use of single-use devices and multiple-use devices, it has been followed closely in the 
clinical practice. Although MDD had heightened the essential requirements on the devices 
during the “Placing on the market” and “Putting into service” phases, there were no strict 
regulations on the Member States. Industry, payers, purchasers, and healthcare providers all 
have different opinions here. Reusing single-use devices is firmly rejected by the device 
industry because of the high risk. However, stakeholders like payers prefer multiple-use 
devices because of the low cost. This problem is difficult as every attempt needs extensive 
consideration of economies (Altenstetter, 2003). 

Role of Notified Bodies 

NBs are the core roles in this system who evaluate the safety and reliability of devices, then 
certificate the CE marking on the qualified devices for the later market in the whole EU. Since 
these NBs are private companies that have contract cooperation with manufacturers, all 
materials they have for devices evaluation like reviewed data, test results are mostly 
commercial confidential. They are not required to share all materials with national authority, 
even when NBs decided to assign a device with the CE marking. Therefore, the system was 
regarded as a fragmented, privatized and mostly opaque procedure within which public safety 
could not be protected in an efficient public-satisfied way. It could be understood to some 
extent that harmonizing national regulation for reducing the trade barriers is the driver behind 
this regulatory development rather than public health protection (McCulloch, 2012). 

Many critics also found several problems in NBs’ work. The wide variety in the quality and 
diligence are showed among the NBs. Moreover, they did not intend to collect the clinical data 
on the devices as long as the data was not the must-have component. Therefore, NBs do not 
have the capacity or strong argument to deal with the challenges and questions from medical 
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experts. It also doubts that the operation ability of NBs on post-market surveillance is not 
enough. There might because of the contractual relationships between NBs and manufacturers 
(McCulloch, 2012). 

Clinical data 

The results of clinical trials on the devices are not the critical component in the medical devices' 
conformity assessment, because the quality system and assurance of continued compliance of 
the quality system are the main focuses in the EU system (Chai, 2000). While NBs could still 
require the manufacturers to submit the clinical evidence to show the safety of devices. If a 
device was using an approved technology to operate a medical condition, there is no need to 
conduct the clinical trials for the devices. Because there are a lot of other data like the clinical 
data presentation of the form field experience of the device, scientific literature and clinical 
results on similar devices could be sufficient. When the device technology and its indication of 
use are new, the clinical data is required to be presented under MDD. 

2.1.4. Medical Devices Regulations 

After the new regulation MDR came into force in 2017, relevant researches concerning the 
overall new changes were conducted, and some critics and concerns also emerged. 

New changes 

The MDR aims at improving previous regulations to solve the problems (Migliore, 2017). It 
has changed significantly while some core concept remains based on previous regulation of 
medical devices (MDR, 2020). 

These remaining concepts could be concluded in several aspects. In the MDR, the conformity 
assessment process is still the core component for manufacturers to go through for the CE 
marking certification; the procedure still depends on the device classes. The NBs still need to 
get involved in the process except for the low-risk devices (Class I). To prove compliance, the 
harmonized standards are still required while the EU introduced “common specification” as a 
new component. The non-EU-manufacturers can still import the medical devices with one EU 
representative (MDR, 2020). 

According to several researches on MDR, some significant new changes in MDR were 
concluded in Table 3 below. 
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Table 3. Significant changes in MDR 

TASKS CHANGES 
DEFINITION 
OF “MEDICAL 
DEVICE” 

- The products intended to perform prediction and prognosis of diseases are included. 
-Those products without direct medical intent like fillers, sterilization, even cosmetics 
devices are also included (Migliore, 2017). 

UDI & 
LABELING 

-Manufacturers must assign a Unique Device Identification (UDI), which has two 
identifiers, one for device and one for production. 
-Mandatory identification and registration of medical devices will be conducted. 
-An individual device, the batch or a software version could all be identified easily; the 
location of the device is traceable while the specific user can be identified; even the fake 
device can be found easily (MDR, 2020). 

NEW ROLES 
  

- Manufacturers are required to employ one “person responsible for regulatory compliance” 
except the small companies. “Economic operators” like distributors, EU representatives, 
importers are also needed. 

European 
database on 
medical devices 
(EUDAMED) 
  

-For the EUAMED, the UDI data is required to be submitted as well as the post-market data 
like periodic safety update report, which depend on the device classes. The clinical 
investigation data like clinical results also should be available on the EUDAMED for the 
public at the earliest time like within 1 year from the end of the investigation or within 3 
months from the early termination/halt (Migliore, 2017). 
-All data summary on the high-risk (Class III) devices should be reviewed by NBs 
(Boutrand, 2013). 

CLASSIFICAT
ION OF 
MEDICAL 
DEVICES 

-Active implantable devices, nanomaterials, and substances introduced into the body are all 
covered. 
-Some categories of devices like surgical meshes and spinal disc replacement implants were 
reclassified into the Class III (Migliore, 2017). 
-The software is also addressed in the new classification rule 11. 

ROLES OF 
NOTIFIED 
BODIES 

-Have required capabilities and competences as the new strict designation requirements, 
which would be enforced across the member states as well as the joint monitoring on NBs  
(Boutrand, 2013). 
-The personnel in NBs were required to be rotated at the proper time, and NBs are asked to 
consult expert group/panels(scrutiny) by MDR (MDR, 2020). 
- NBs were required to conduct a stricter assessment on the high-risk (Class III) devices. 
For example, it was possible to be equivalent to existing devices only if the manufacturer 
has complete access to the technical documentation (Migliore, 2017). The “Second Look” 
by NBs on high-risk (Class III) devices were needed for the biocompatibility/compliance. 
-The unannounced inspections on factories producing high-risk (Class III) devices should 
be conducted by NBs like once per year (Boutrand, 2013). 

CLINICAL 
EVIDENCE 

-Manufacturers should follow the standardize evidence requirements to report on the safety 
and performance of devices. 
-The clinical investigation was required for the new device, and the equivalence data, 
stricter evidence, and criteria should be followed. 
-Justify not using randomized controlled trials (RCT). 
-The efficacy and benefit to patients should be included in the performance of the device. 
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Criticisms & Concerns 

According to the latest several researchers’ studies on the MDR, the criticisms and concerns 
could be described from economic, patient safety, product development, clinical investigation, 
transparency, and roles of NBs. 

Economic    

From the economic perspective, the new MDR would increase the costs for every involved 
party because of the operation of new required procedures, new demand qualified personnel, 
and the new consultancy and training needs (Boutrand, 2013). Also, there would be a 
significant cost in the reclassification of devices (Martelli et al., 2019). 

Patients safety 

From a general sight, the MDR aims at launching more effective and safer medical devices in 
the EU market, which represents better devices and increasing patients’ safety such as for 
interventional radiologists (Martelli et al., 2019). However, the situation was different in 
another research. Groennvold (2017) has studied the impact of MDR from clinical research 
specialists’ perspective. The research found that the increase of patients’ safety was regarded 
“not at all, in a few cases or some cases” be achieved by the changes in MDR (Groennvold, 
2017). In more detail, 89.7% of specialists appointed requiring of RCT or other designs with 
justification, and 90.9% selected the audit of manufacturers and requirement of NBs 
competence were determined to improve the patients’ safety. 

Product development 

The impact of MDR could be positive and negative on the product development. There was no 
doubt that the quality of medical devices would be improved a lot because of the better and 
stricter system (Martelli et al., 2019). However, there could be some limitations on the product 
innovation and device availability. According to the same research from Groennvold (2017), 
90.9% of clinical research specialist respondents regard the stricter requirements for 
cooperation between manufacturers and NBs could decrease the medical device’s innovation 
(Groennvold, 2017). The availability of certain devices could be potentially delayed by the 
reclassification and new requirements (Martelli et al., 2019). And the timeline of manufacturers 
could be longer than before. Besides, the market of certain devices could be tightened because 
of less use of equivalence as it is hard for manufacturers to share the technical documentations 
with others to show the equivalence between two devices. Moreover, since the majority of 
medical devices market was a relevant number of small and medium companies, their capacity 
of satisfying the new requirements could be limited (Migliore, 2017). 
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Clinical investigation 

The clinical investigation was regarded as one significant part of the formal procedure of the 
regulatory approval process as well as the post-market surveillance of one medical device. 
Thereby, all information could be pooled for future analysis (Bianco, Nunziata and Pozzoli, 
2017). In order to achieve a better picture of clinical investigation, the qualified personnel who 
design, implement, and conduct the clinical investigation was the core. Therefore, the required 
stricter clinical investigation by MDR could not be the strongest capacity for a device according 
to the respondents in Groennvold’s research (Groennvold, 2017). 

Transparency 

Compared with the previous system, the MDR has increased the transparency to a certain level 
by updating more data in the regulatory approval process on the EUDAMED.  

NBs are also required to be the guarding bridge for EUDAMED and SSCP (Summary of Safety 
and Clinical Performance) in MDR. In Table 4, the full content of these two systems as well as 
the assigned tasks for NBs are shown. 

Table 4. Content of EUDAMED & SSCP 

 

The marketing of medical devices could be improved by this system as the health professionals 
could ensure a better selection of medical devices with these available data (Martelli et al., 
2019). However, more transparency was still needed as the accessibility to these data was 
limited for the public (Thienpont et al., 2020). There were legal reasons like confidentiality 
rules, intellectual or commercial property laws behind these limitations. While Fraser et al. 
(2018) thought that these legal reasons could be reconsidered once the device gained the CE 
marking. Therefore, healthcare professionals can make a better selection of medical devices 
for patients with reliable data support, and patients can have a clear known about the 

SYSTEM CONTENT  ASSIGNED TASKS 
EUDAMED “a registration system, a collaborative 

system, a notification system, a 
dissemination system (open to the 
public)” 

 UDI/DEVICE - UDID (UDI/Device Module), 
 CRF (Certificates/Notified Body Module) 
 VGL (Vigilance Module) (European 

Commission, 2019). 
SSCP the summary of safety and clinical 

performance that the MDR asks the 
manufacturer to document for the 
implantable devices, Class III devices, 
custom-made, and investigational 
devices 

 validation of the initial SSCP 
 the validation of updates of the SSCP between 

certification activities 
 uploading of the SSCP in EUDAMED (MDR 

– Article 32 – Summary of safety and clinical 
performance – Medical Device Regulation, 
2017) . 
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recommended devices. With this full transparency, informed decisions on the use of medical 
devices could be achieved somehow (Fraser et al., 2018). 

Roles of NBs 

Roles of NBs seemed to still be the core of the MDR system with additional stricter 
requirements (Migliore, 2017). In the MDR, stricter requirements are stated on the NBs’ 
operations to clarify the roles of NBs. These requirements cover almost all single aspects of 
NBs’ operation system. The organizational and general requirements, quality management 
requirements, resource requirements, and process requirements are all clarified in detailed 
(MDR, 2017). Besides, a document concerning issues relating to the requirements was 
endorsed by Medical Devices Coordination Group (MDCG) to let NBs get a clear known about 
the requirements (Devices, 2019).  

In general, there were nine steps that NBs have to go through for every conformity assessment. 
In each stage, the MDR has stated specific requirements on NBs (MDR, 2017). 

 Quotations & Pre-application activities 
 Application review and contract 
 Allocation of resources 
 Conformity assessment activities 
 Reporting 
 Final review 
 Decision and certifications 
 Changes and modifications 
 Surveillance activities and post-certification monitoring 

Conformity assessment activities is a significant part of NBs’ operations. In the MDR, these 
activities are clarified by several specific tasks, which are the quality management system 
auditing, product verification, pre-clinical evaluation assessment, clinical evaluation 
assessment. Furthermore, product verification covers the evaluation of technical 
documentation, type-examination, and product tests. “The highest degree of professional 
integrity” and “the requisite technical and scientific competence in the specific fields” are the 
two foundations. Affiliate the sufficient procedure, expertise and facilities, NBs can conduct a 
professional conformity assessment on the specific product appropriately (MDR, 2017). 

The MDR has asked NBs for “documented procedure” in every step of their operations. And 
every procedure NBs have operated should also be “recorded” (MDR, 2017). Besides, the 
MDR has repeatedly required about the “qualified, experienced, appropriate” personnel as well 
as the “personnel with high qualification” in NBs’ operation (MDR, 2017). As shown in 
appendix B, personnel assigned to different tasks should always have the corresponding 
qualification or proven knowledge. The existing staff also need to be checked the qualification 
with these criteria. The existing NBs have to try harder than before to survive because of the 
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intense system environment, potential shortage of resources, more questions/answers demand 
as well as the increasing biocompatibility assessments (Boutrand, 2013).  

The independence of NBs was also regarded as one criticism (Thienpont et al., 2020).  MDR 
has stated that NBs should make the decision despite “all pressures and inducements, 
particularly financial” from external parties (EU 2017/745). However, NBs are still the ones 
funded by manufacturers for assisting their products. The pressure from manufacturers on NBs’ 
decision could harm independence (Allan, Joyce and Pollock, 2018). Nevertheless, there still 
was bright side that the impartiality and independence of NBs were protected by several 
mechanisms like inspections on their activities, joint assessment by EC and national competent 
authority experts from other countries, scrutiny of every designation by the MDCG and a 
designation over a limited time with re-assessment in the MDR (Thienpont et al., 2020). 

2.2.  Notified Bodies (NBs) 

2.2.1. Who are NBs? 

NBs are the core role of the regulatory system in the EU. EC initially designed these 
organizations for the “New approach” concept as independent or third-party certifiers are 
needed to approve the products which are intended to enter EU market with CE marking from 
the non-government side (Galland, 2013). Previously, NBs were some primarily private 
organizations and some public bodies. These organizations were representing the public. The 
responsibility of NBs was conducting the product evaluation for checking their compliance 
with the essential requirements from Directives, which could show the technical ability of 
Member States to assess the manufacturers (Council Directive, 1993b). According to the 
official EU database, NANDO, there used to be 54 NBs under MDD, which became 14 under 
MDR by May 2020 (Oriel, 2020).  

NBs only conducted the evaluation once the service was needed by manufacturers. The 
involvement of the public in this certifying procedure was less. Even the people who had an 
interest in it, like doctors for medical devices, only could put some views without any 
mandatory demand from EC (Galland, 2013). 

2.2.2. Criticisms & concerns with Notified Bodies (NBs) 

There was little research on the NBs for exploring the category or the way that bodies 
performed, within which the independence of NBs and the competences of NBs were mostly 
mentioned as the main content of the criticisms and concerns from several pieces of researches 
(Galland, 2013). 

The independence of NBs 

“NBs were required to be independent of the organizations or products they assessed” (Council 
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Directive, 1993b). It means that NBs should always give out the independent judgment on the 
devices under their procedure despite all outside impact like the interest conflicts with 
manufacturers or the intense competition in the NBs market (Galland, 2013). However, the 
practical situation appears not positive. According to a “secret shopper” exercise conducted by 
The BMJ and The Daily Telegraph on NBs, attracting businesses seems to be more interesting 
than guarding the patients’ safety (Kmietowicz and Cohen, 2012). This investigation also found 
that price and speed of certification were the main chips that NBs using for competing with 
each other. Because manufacturers would love to find the cheaper NBs for conformity 
assessments (Galland, 2013). Therefore, it was possible to certificate a high-risk device with 
less evidence on its effectiveness or give suggestions on how to get approval, or even offer 
“guaranteed success”. Some NBs could also assess a totally new device ignoring that they did 
not have relevant experience. Moreover, the required evidence on certain devices varied by 
NBs like what they do in the post-market surveillance as well as factory inspections 
(Kmietowicz and Cohen, 2012). 

The competences of NBs 

The competences of NBs were doubted by the public because of the lack of transparency  
(Galland, 2013). Although the lists of NBs were published in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities on the commission website and featured for each directive and 
Member states (The EC’s New Approach Notified and Designated Organizations(NANDO), 
the analysis of their legal structures, public or private status, or situation of revenues and 
employed personnel was very little. Furthermore, the public only could get involved in the 
surveys conducted by informal groups, neither the phase of drafting the essential safety 
requirements for a particular directive nor the certification process on certain devices. Besides, 
there was the trend of conducting studies concerning the development of national 
standardization bodies or the role of standards in market regulation. In contrast, the studies on 
NBs were still handful (Galland, 2013). 

2.3.  AM technology 

AM is developed based on old injection printers. Today, it is developing rapidly: new 
technology and materials appear almost every week, offering new possibilities and new 
applications. Healthcare is among the most active AM applications. Although AM may seem 
new to many people, it has been around for decades. In appropriate applications, AM provides 
a perfect triad of features: improved performance, complex geometry, and simplified 
manufacturing. As a result, opportunities from AM abound. 

The beginning of the AM dated back to the 1980s, and that Mary Gehl in the past even dates it 
back to the 1970s (Gehl, 2012). Hull defined this process as "a system for generating three-
dimensional objects by creating a cross-sectional pattern of the object to be formed", similar to 
the process previously invented by Kodama (Kodama, 1981). The great contribution of Hull is 
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the design of the STL file format, which is widely accepted by 3D printing (3DP) software, are 
commonly used in many processes today. The term "3D printing" was invented by Professor 
Ely Sachs of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1995. He wrote a project to modify 
an inkjet printer by extruding a bonding solution onto a powder bed, rather than as if it had 
been done in an old inkjet printer (Paul, 1992). 

Today, the terms 3D printing and AM are used interchangeably. Also, desktop manufacturing, 
rapid manufacturing, or rapid prototyping is sometimes used to describe this manufacturing 
method. The 3D model to be printed (as an STL file for Hull) is through CAD software package 
by a 3D scanner or through ordinary digital cameras and photogrammetry software. In 
healthcare, they are created using X-ray or tomographic images converted to STL format. The 
least errors were created using CAD methods. It can be corrected before printing so that people 
can verify their design before printing. Printing materials are also highly diverse, such as 
plastic, metal powder, rubber, glass, sand, carbon fiber and graphene, and organic materials 
(such as cells, wood, and chocolate), and practically everything can be used for AM. The 
important step after printing an object is post-processing because the surface of the printout is 
rough due to the layering involved in the process. Recently, company Polymaker has received 
strong support on the crowdsourcing website Kickstarter, because their project will 
significantly improve the surface quality of 3D printed parts without post-processing after 
processing. The development of AM will not only change through the development of new 
printers and materials, but also with the development of scanners and 3DP software. Today, 
the use of commercial CAD packaging is not so simple and requires expertise, which not only 
hinders the application of AM in the healthcare field, but also hinders the development of the 
entire AM consumer market.  

AM or 3DP is the process of making three-dimensional solids of almost any shape from digital 
models (Chua, Wong and Yeong, 2017). As the AM technology, it is different from traditional 
manufacturing technology; traditional manufacturing technology is a subtraction process of 
removing material by cutting or drilling. Briefly speaking, AM is made up of continuous 
material layers of different shapes. According to a computer program, each layer of material is 
printed directly on top of the previous layers. AM allows items that are too difficult or 
expensive to make using traditional methods to achieve lighter, more complex designs. 
Manufacturing objects consisting of several parts that move concerning each other or 
consisting of interpenetrating structures in one run is also impossible by any other method 
(Dodziuk, 2016). AM is also good at rapid prototyping. Because the digit-to-digit process 
eliminates the traditional intermediate steps, changes can be made at run time. Compared to 
the relative monotony of traditional prototypes, AM provides a more dynamic, design-driven 
process. Whether AM is used for prototyping or manufacturing, lead times are usually 
shortened. Delivery times for some jet engine parts have been shortened by a year or more (GE 
additive, 2020). 
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Furthermore, parts that were once created by multiple assemblies can now be assembled as a 
single, unassembled object. From Bridges to skyscrapers, engineers have long designed 
buildings to maximize strength while minimizing weight. Through AM, the designer realized 
the dream of using organic structure to greatly reduce the weight of objects. The technology 
allows engineers to design complex parts that could not be designed otherwise. Complex 
functions can be directly incorporated into the design. Parts that previously required assembly, 
welding, or brazing of multiple components can now be used as a single component, improving 
strength and durability. Designers are no longer limited by traditional machines and have more 
freedom to create parts. AM is an ideal method for rapid prototyping. Parts are manufactured 
directly from 3D CAD files, eliminating the cost and tedious process of creating fixtures or 
molds. In addition, changes can be made in the middle of the process without actually 
interrupting the process. By incorporating organic structures into the design, designers can 
reduce weight while maintaining the strength and integrity of parts. In GE's GrabCAD bracket 
challenge, for example, the winning design was as robust as the original bracket, even though 
it lost almost 84 percent of its weight (GE additive, 2020). 

With those advantages, AM also has great importance in the healthcare application area, like 
the development of high-quality specific materials for 3D printed prostheses, implants and 
various medical devices. For example, the AM with cells called bio-printing, which is the first 
application that has been brought to light and has great promise (Bishop et al., 2017). 

2.4.  AM technology in healthcare 

The use of AM in healthcare is booming, including customized implants (Mendoza, 2015), 
prosthetics (Mulford, Babazadeh and Mackay, 2016), medical devices (Morrison et al., 2015) 
and medical models (George et al., 2017), the development and applications have 
revolutionized healthcare and may even disrupt many areas of traditional healthcare. Many of 
the applications of AM in healthcare are personalized products. For example, implants or 
prostheses are made for specific users' bodies, optimizing the technology to work for 
individuals rather than ordinary users, as most mass-produced products do. 

It is recognized that the medical use of AM, whether actual or potential, will bring 
revolutionary changes (Schubert, Van Langeveld and Donoso, 2014). They can be organized 
into several broad categories, including: custom prostheses, implants, anatomical models, 
tissue and organ fabrication; Specialized in the manufacture of surgical instruments, 
pharmaceutical manufacturing, dosage forms, pharmaceutical research, and the manufacture of 
medical devices (Klein, Lu and Wang, 2013). Healthcare applications seem to fall into at least 
three categories: mainstream or near-mainstream 1) hearing aids, 2) dental equipment, 3) those 
that are widely used but still not mainstream, and 4) those that are in the early stages of 
development but can get into the mainstream, which are applications that could revolutionize 
the future of medicine (Dodziuk, 2016). The benefits of the application of AM in healthcare 
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include not only the customization and personalization of medical products, drugs and devices, 
but also cost-effectiveness, increased productivity, time-saving, and enhanced collaboration 
(Gross et al., 2014). According to market research by firm FRM Gartner, AM has become 
mainstream in healthcare (Rivera, 2015). This is true for hearing aids and some dental devices, 
but developments in areas such as implants, prosthetics and surgical devices seem more 
complex, like many non-trivial applications, such as the modeling of fetal heart defects and 
glasses for the blind and visually impaired, show how difficult it is to make predictions in this 
area (Grunewal, 2015). In general, AM has a wide variety of applications in healthcare, either 
in certain areas (such as the hearing aid market) or potentially disrupting the entire market 
(such as prosthetics and tissues).  

2.5.  How does the device building on AM approach to the conformity 
assessment procedure under MDR? 

Technological advancements are creating a sea change in today’s regulatory environment, 
posing significant challenges for regulators who strive to maintain a balance between fostering 
innovation, protecting consumers, and addressing the potential unintended consequences of 
disruption (Eggers and Turley, 2018). As the AM industry continues to evolve and expand, 
there is no doubt that government regulation will be needed to safeguard the AM workforce. 
Research in this area will help provide guidelines for such regulations (Huang et al., 2013). 
With the development of AM technology in healthcare, the relevant regulations also need to be 
revised. In 2017, the EU published the MDR aiming to increase the safety and efficiency in the 
EU medical device market, and there are some changes on how to define devices building on 
AM in healthcare and how to approach to conformity assessment procedure.    

2.5.1. Custom-made device 

According to Darragh McMorrow (2019), a medical device building on AM for a specific 
patient used to be regarded as a custom-made product. Because AM is an industrial 
manufacturing processes, the devices building from this way were also regarded as the mass-
produced product (Darragh, 2019). However, the definition of a custom-made device has been 
changed in the MDR. Previously, a custom-made device under the MDD is:  

“any device specifically made in accordance with a duly qualified medical practitioner's 
written prescription which gives, under his responsibility, specific design characteristics and 
is intended for the sole use of a particular patient. The abovementioned prescription may also 
be made out by any other person authorized by virtue of his professional qualifications to do 
so. Mass-produced devices which need to be adapted to meet the specific requirements of the 
medical practitioner or any other professional user are not considered to be custom-made 
devices”  
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While under the MDR, a custom-made device refers to:  

“any device specifically made in accordance with a written prescription of any person authorized by national 
law by virtue of that person's professional qualifications which gives, under that person's responsibility, 
specific design characteristics, and is intended for the sole use of a particular patient exclusively to meet 
their individual conditions and needs. However, mass-produced devices which need to be adapted to meet 
the specific requirements of any professional user and devices which are mass-produced by means of 
industrial manufacturing processes in accordance with the written prescriptions of any authorized person 
shall not be considered to be custom-made devices” (Darragh, 2019) 

Monir (2018) has clarified this new definition to be easily understood, which is "Custom-made 
would mean then that you create a product from zero with the prescription of the doctor. As 
this product will be produced only once and never again, then it can have the mention custom-
made on it". Under this new definition, the device building on AM does not fit in this custom-
made device category because the industrial manufacturing processes are no longer on the list 
of custom-made devices (Monir, 2018). There is no further clarification on this definition, 
which makes it seem only to be applied with the device made from scratch that everything for 
the device starts from zero (Darragh, 2019). However, the AM usually is the helper that 
generates customized devices from the massed-product profile. This means the specific 
reference of the device can be adjusted for any individual and then produced by AM. For 
instance, there is one massed-product profile of a knee implant belonged to manufacturers, 
which contains the standard data and is used for massive production. The individual knee 
implant for a specific patient can be produced by AM with the adjustment on the detailed 
numerical value in this profile. 

2.5.2. Nanomaterial 

The MDR includes the definition of Nanomaterial in the Annex VIII. Since the device building 
on AM might use Nanomaterial as the material, the description of Nanomaterial in MDR is 
also critical for the device building on AM (Monir, 2018). 

In MDR the Nanomaterial is defined as follows:  

“‘nanomaterial’ means a natural, incidental or manufactured material containing particles in an unbound 
state or as an aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, for 50 % or more of the particles in the number 
size distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1-100 nm; Fullerenes, graphene flakes 
and single-wall carbon nanotubes with one or more external dimensions below 1 nm shall also be deemed 
to be nanomaterials;” (EU Commission, 2011)  

Besides, the terms used in the definition are also clarified by MDR.  

“‘particle’, for the purposes of the definition of nanomaterial, means a minute piece of matter with defined 
physical boundaries; 

‘agglomerate’, for the purposes of the definition of nanomaterial, means a collection of weakly bound 
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particles or aggregates where the resulting external surface area is similar to the sum of the surface areas 
of the individual components; 

aggregate’, for the purposes of the definition of nanomaterial, means a particle comprising of strongly bound 
or fused particles;” (EU Commission, 2011) 

According to rule 19 of Annex VIII from MDR 2017/745, the device containing nanomaterial 
would be classified differently by the potential of internal exposure like presented in Table 5 
(EU Commission, 2017). If the nanomaterial would contact the body directly by any method, 
this device should be in Class III, the device with high risk. For the devices in this Class, MDR 
has stated stricter requirements like it is possible to be equivalent to existing methods only if 
the manufacturer has complete access to the technical documentation (Migliore, 2017). The 
“Second Look” by NBs on high-risk (Class III) devices is also needed for the 
biocompatibility/compliance (Medical Device Regulation MDR, no date) and so on.  

Table 5. The classification of device containing nanomaterial 

CLASS OF DEVICE POTENTIAL OF INTERNAL EXPOSURE 

CLASS III High/medium 

CLASS IIb Low 

CLASS IIa Negligible 

 
As the consequence of the redefinition of the custom-made device and the inclusion of 
Nanomaterial, the device building on AM has to clarify its device type in MDR. The conformity 
assessment procedure could only be specified once the device type and device classification 
were settled down (Monir, 2018). The new regulation published in 2017, and it will come into 
force in 2021, since it is a quite new regulation and there is no research conducted from NBs 
perspective to evaluate what impact will the new MDR have on AM in healthcare, the research 
in this paper will shed some light on it. 

Overall, current gaps in research are summarized as follows: 

 Lack of scientific researches on the practical application of MDR  
 New criticisms and concerns emerged together with MDR, which are precisely similar to 

the problems of the previous regulation system (patients’ safety, transparency, and the 
roles of NBs) but without enough practical confirmations from scientific studies support 

 Lack of scientific researches and evidence on NBs, the core role of medical device 
regulatory system 

 Lack of scientific researches evaluating the regulatory system from NBs’ perspective 
 Lack of scientific researches in AM in healthcare with connection to the regulatory 

system  
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3. Methodology 

In this part, the method applied in this study is illustrated from several aspects. It consists of 
research design & strategy, data collection, data analysis, ethics consideration and limitations.  

3.1.  Research strategy and design 

3.1.1. Research strategy  

This study aimed at figuring out the impact of MDR on NBs’ operations by gathering NBs’ 
points of view on the MDR. The quantitative strategy was chosen as the research strategy, 
which emphasized the qualification of the data collection and data analysis procedure (Bryman 
and Bell, 2011). In this study, all NBs operating the medical device service around EU were 
expected to be covered. From the practical perspective, collecting data in a quantitative way 
like online survey was more possible to achieve and cover as much NBs as possible. 
Furthermore, the findings could be generalized into the whole population under this strategy 
(Carr, 1994). 

Moreover, all NBs were expected to contribute to this study while the time could be limited to 
investigate on all collected data. Under the quantitative studying approach, questions started 
with to what extent/degree, how much was posed, and the answers to these questions were 
investigated in a quantified way (Sebastian M, 2013). Thereby, the data collection would be 
achieved in less time (Md Shidur, 2016) and the data analysis would be conducted sufficiently 
from a number of data. 

Therefore, the aim of this study that figuring out the impact of MDR on NBs’ operations by 
gathering NBs’ points of views on the MDR could be achieved properly and sufficiently in a 
quantitative way. Where all NBs around the EU could be approached in a short time and offer 
quantified findings.  

3.1.2. Research design 

In order to answer the research questions “What is the impact of the Medical Device Regulation 
on the Notified Bodies’ operations? What is the impact of the Medical Device Regulation on 
the device building on AM, from Notified Bodies’ perspective? ”, this study conducted a survey 
among 54 NBs around EU during April 2020. Specifically, this was a online survey that the 
respondents were invited to visit a Google Form link where the questionnaire was accessible 
and answer online. In this study, 54 NBs around EU have received the questionnaire as 
potential respondents, of which 8 NBs have participated and contributed to this study. 

Under the quantitative strategy, the online self-completion survey was chosen as the research 
approach rather than the structured interviews or semi-structured interviews. With this 
approach, several advantages could be achieved. Since 54 NBs were locating in different 
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regions in the Europe, the amount of time and the cost would be needed to conduct the personal 
interviews (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The questionnaire makes it possible to gather information 
from a large audience. Since the research strategy is quantitative strategy, it is better to get the 
answers from all NBs in the Europe. It is hard to interview all the NBs in the Europe during 
the limited time of doing the study, but it is possible to cover all the NBs in the Europe by 
doing questionnaire. Whereas the survey was a cheaper and quicker way that all online survey 
could be distributed to every respondent by mail at the same time. Besides, the bias caused by 
interviewer effects like respondents’ exhibition of social desirability and the variability caused 
by the interviewing process would not show up as there was no interviewer presence. Which 
means the results would be presented with lower bias. Furthermore, this study was conducted 
during a special period that medical profession were struggling with the coronavirus pandemic. 
It was convenient for NBs as respondents to get involved in this study by self-completion 
questionnaire with flexible response time, respondents can complete the questionnaire in their 
free time. Last but not least, the online survey showed a better appearance than email or paper 
questionnaire. Moreover, the time of coding all responses was reduced because the results were 
automatically programmed into a database (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The results were easy to 
be visualized with charts and graphs. 

However, issues like limited communication between researchers and respondents, less 
additional data collection, and long response time could happen under the survey approach 
(Bryman and Bell, 2011). Several actions were presented to address these issues. First, an 
introduction letter explaining the reasons for research, and the purpose of the call was prepared 
in advance for the precontact with respondents. Then, the questions in the questionnaire should 
be stated with full explanation to avoid causing confusion for respondents. Moreover, the 
follow-up reminder of the survey should be addressed after the first sending out so that 
responses could be gained in time.  

Therefore, the research questions would be answered properly by this survey strategy with its 
various advantages when the issues were addressed properly. 

3.2.  Data collection 

3.2.1. Literature review  

For the purpose of developing the argument in the research significance and the study direction, 
every research needed to start with literature review (Bryman and Bell, 2011). To gain a proper 
advice based on all available evidence (Tranfield, Denyer and Smart, 2003), the main steps of 
literature review concluded by Bryman & Bell (2011) have been followed in the literature 
review section of this study. a) Specifying the question and planning the review; b) Conducting 
the review; c) Reporting and dissemination (Bryman and Bell, 2011).  
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Specifying the question and planning the review 

The critical keywords in the research question, the relationship between keywords and reasons 
for the relationship, and in what circumstances the relationship occurs were all needed to be 
clarified (Denyer and Tranfield, 2009). The research question generated three keywords for the 
literature review, “MDR,” “NBs” and “devices building on AM”.  

To ‘ensure that reviews are impartial and balanced, preventing reviewers from including only 
those studies supporting their particular argument’ (Briner et al., 2009), general criteria of 
inclusion and exclusion of studies were set.   

 The studies should include the latest (2010-2020) ones in the field of AM in healthcare, 
MDR and NBs; 

 The studies should include the published ones from scientific/official resources (e.g.  
Google Scholar, EU Commission, Scholar institute); 

 The studies should include the ones that covering “AM in healthcare”, “MDR” and 
“NBs” in the keywords; 

 The studies should exclude the ones out of date; 
 The studies should exclude the ones without a particular interest in AM in healthcare, 

MDR and NBs; 
 The studies should exclude the ones with repeat findings in the same field.  

Conducting the review 

Based on the clarification of the research question and study selection criteria, the literature 
review was conducted. A search strategy was also posed for “a comprehensive, unbiased” 
literature searching (Tranfield, Denyer and Smart, 2003).  

After the studies searching, a list of literatures was available for researchers. The further 
selection of literatures was conducted according to the studies inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
Then, the review started with meta-ethnography to achieve a cumulative understanding of what 
is known about the studied field. (Bryman and Bell, 2011)  

Reporting and dissemination 

After reviewing all the studies, one detailed map was generated as the literature review section 
of this thesis. Once it was finished, the understandability and readability of it was evaluated by 
the peers, subject reader and others. Further modifications were made based on the viewers’ 
feedback to make this section reach a high level of understandability and readability.  

3.2.2. Self-completion questionnaire 

This section was achieved by preliminary telephone calls followed up by emails to conduct the 
questionnaire survey. 
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The questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a series of questions for the purpose 
of gathering information from respondents. Questionnaires can be thought of as a kind of 
written interview. They can be carried out face to face, by telephone, computer or post. 
Questionnaires provide a relatively cheap, quick and efficient way of obtaining large amounts 
of information from a large sample of people (McLeod, 2018). Meeting ethics standards 
ensures researchers act in good faith and protects the integrity of the resulting data (Travis, 
2017). Closed questions structure the answer by only allowing responses which fit into pre-
decided categories. Data that can be placed into a category is called nominal data. The category 
can be restricted to as few as two options, i.e., dichotomous, or include quite complex lists of 
alternatives from which the respondent can choose (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Open questions 
allow people to express what they think in their own words. Open questions enable the 
respondent to answer in as much detail as they like in their own words. Open questions are 
often used for complex questions that cannot be answered in a few simple categories but require 
more detail and discussion (McLeod, 2018). 

All of NBs were not easy to approach in person because they were located in different regions 
around the EU. The self-completion questionnaire was chosen for the data collection because 
it was cheaper and quicker to administer. Respondents could also make responses conveniently 
without interviewers’ effects and variability (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Therefore, useful data 
concerning “AM-relevant medical devices,” “MDR,” and “the impact of MDR on AM-relevant 
devices” were collected from specific NBs by self-completion online questionnaire. 

Sample selection 

The research site in this study was the EU, NBs who operating in medical devices certification 
were the targeted respondents. The sampling was mainly based on the data from NANDO, 
which was an EU commission official website that offering general information about NBs. 
There was a full list of NBs in the EU on NANDO, and there were 54 NBs who have been 
operating with medical device regulations like MDD (93/42/EEC Medical devices) and MDR 
(Regulation (EU) 2017/745) on medical devices(NANDO, 2020). Among these NBs, 14 have 
already run the MDR. In terms of respondents, the non-probability sample - purposive sampling 
was used as the sampling method in this study, where the samples highly related with research 
questions were posed without a random basis (Bryman and Bell, 2011). In this sampling way, 
the most “information-rich” cases were sampled for the effective use of limited resources 
(Patton, 2002). That means the person in the NBs who was especially knowledgeable about or 
experience with medical device regulatory system was identified and selected as the 
respondents for this study. One of the advantages of gathering data from a single executive 
respondent was that it enables a larger number of organizations to be surveyed with a lower 
investment of time and resources than surveying multiple respondents within each organization 
(Bryman and Bell, 2011). Therefore, the sampling frame in this study refer to the 54 NBs 
operating with medical devices.  
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Besides, the NBs without operating with MDR could also contribute to this study. Because 
some of them were on the waiting list of operation of MDR, and ideas might emerge once they 
got known about MDR. To answer the research questions on a broader scale and achieve a high 
reply rate, the sample size was assumed as the whole population, 54 Notified Bodies.  

Overall, the sampling criteria were concluded as follows. 

 The NBs had operations in medical device, either MDD or MDR; 
 The person in NBs who was knowledgeable about or experience with medical device 

regulatory system; 
 The person in NBs who was in a high seniority position. 

Content of questionnaire 

The content of the questionnaire was formed mainly based on the content of the literature 
review. The full questionnaire could be seen in appendix A.  

In this questionnaire, three main topics, “MDR,” “AM-relevant medical devices,” and “the 
impact of MDR on AM-relevant devices” were covered in a progressive structure. Besides, 
questions concerning the ethical consideration and personal facts were formulated at the 
beginning. Also, questions asking for the opinions on the whole questionnaire and the 
possibility of further contact were set at the end. 

In most of the cases, the self-completion questionnaire intended to be shorter and formulated 
with fewer open questions so that the respondents could answer it efficiently and without 
“respondent fatigue” (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The number of questions in each section 
depended on the relevance between the topics and the research question. The topics with higher 
relevance to the research questions contained more questions, while 10 was the max. In each 
part, there were both multiple-choice questions and short answer questions. All multiple-choice 
questions were must-answer questions, the type of answer contained the 5-point Likert scale, 
Yes/No and specific contents. The short-answer questions were all optional. The detailed 
arrangement for the questionnaire was shown in Table 6.  

Table 6. Number of the questions in questionnaire 

Section Number of multiple-choice 

questions 

Number of short-

answer questions 

General information 4 3 

MDR 6 4 

AM-relevant medical devices 4 3 

the impact of MDR on AM-relevant 

devices 

3 4 
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Google Forms was used for formulating the questionnaire and then the links of questionnaire 
were shared with respondents, which made the data collection procedures more convenience 
and quicker (DATASCOPE, 2018). The first version of the questionnaire was reviewed by 
peers and subject readers to assess the face validity and help with revisions. The data collection 
procedure started after the finalization of the questionnaire.   

Data collection procedure of survey 

 

Figure 5. Data collection procedure of self-completion questionnaire 

As it shown in Figure 5, there were four main steps in the data collection of self-completion 
questionnaire. The first phone call with NBs was made at the beginning to give out the survey 
invitation and explore contact information of the suitable respondents. One brief covering letter 
explaining the reasons of research, and purpose of call was prepared in advance to make the 
phone call in a high efficiency. Once the contact information of respondents from all 54 NBs 
was collected, the link of questionnaire was sent by mail to the respondents. The reasons of 
research and ethical consideration were also clarified in the email. Following up the 
respondents who did not reply yet after sending the questionnaire could also contribute to the 
demonstrable effect on the response rate (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Therefore, the reply rate 
was monitored and the NBs who have not reply yet were identified. Thereby the second phone 
call was made to remind respondents about the questionnaire. Besides, three reminding emails 
were also sent per week to the non-reply NBs that cannot be approached by phone calls. At the 
end, there were 8 NBs participated in the study. 
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3.3.  Data analysis  

This section of the thesis describes how the collected data is used and for what purpose. The 
method that we used is descriptive statistics analysis. Descriptive statistics consists of methods 
for organizing, displaying, and describing data by using tables, graphs, and summary measures. 
A data set in its original form is usually very large. It is easier to draw conclusions from 
summary tables and diagrams than from the original version of a data set. Furthermore, data is 
reduced to a manageable size by constructing tables, drawing graphs. The portion of statistics 
that helps the researchers do this type of statistical analysis is called descriptive statistics 
(Mann, 2010). For the closed questions, diagrams were used to describe the data. For the open 
questions, they were coded first and then diagrams were used to describe the coded data. 

The analysis was carried out in the following procedure:  

The questionnaire was sent out the NBs by email to collect both qualitative data and 
quantitative data. The closed questions aim to find out which impacts and consequences that 
they thought were important. The open questions aimed to find out new difficulties and how 
NBs deal with new MDR and devices building on AM. The questionnaire consists of the 
following variables: 

 Interval/ratio variables: G1, P1.6, P1.7. (eg. G1– General question 1, P1.6 – Part one 
question six, P1.7 – Part one question seven) 

 Ordinal variables: G6, P1.1, P1.3, P1.4, P2.1, P2.2, P3.1 
 Nominal variables: P2.3, P2.5, P3.2 
 Dichotomous variables: G5, P1.2, P2.8, P2.9 

The diagrams were conducted to show how the NBs evaluated those questions. Diagrams 
generated by google form were used, including the bar chart and the pie chart. Pie chart shown 
the relative size of the different categories but also brought out the size of each slice relative to 
the total sample. The percentage that each slice represents of the whole sample was also given 
in this diagram. Their chief advantage was that they were relatively easy to interpret and 
understand (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Often, it was sufficient and best simply to calculate the 
proportions of all respondents answering in each category.  

Coding open questions was not straightforward. Researchers read through all of the comments 
made in response to the open questions, tried to code them by manual coding since the 
responses are not much, and try to make charts and analyze them with excel, in order to get an 
in-depth understanding of the variables involved in the study. Since the answers to these 
questions were not uniform, it was suggested to integrate the data first before analysis and 
classify the answers with similar meanings into one category and extract the key words. After 
sorting out the data, quantitative analysis like bar chart and pie chart are used to understand the 
distribution of each category.  
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3.4.  Ethical considerations 

Questionnaire ethics starts from design. Research questions should be clear and objective. 
Leading questions that suggest an answer by word selection or insufficient range of answers 
should be omitted.  

3.4.1. Anonymity 

Anonymity is an ethical implication to consider when creating survey questions. Personal 
information like age and gender will be collected in the survey. In some cases, subjects may 
not answer questions truthfully if they feel the information may be made public. If subjects do 
not answer questions truthfully, the resulting data will be skewed. Administrators of research 
surveys have the responsibility to reassure survey takers, in writing, that their personal 
information and answers to sensitive questions will remain confidential. Online survey was 
used in the thesis, we asked the participant to provide the name of their organization and their 
title, age, and gender so we could know whether they respond twice. In such situations, we 
asked the permission first whether they want to keep in touch, they can choose to leave the 
email address if they want the information gathered for only that specified purpose.  

3.4.2. Informed Consent 

Respondents cannot be tricked or forced into participating into questionnaire-based research. 
Respondents were told the nature and purpose of the research at the beginning of the survey. 
In addition, explanations will be given in audience-appropriate language. Participants must be 
allowed to ask questions by sending emails or making phone call to us, and, if they choose, to 
quit the study by send us emails, making phone calls to us or just do not do the surveys. 

3.4.3. Confidentiality 

The confidentiality was promised to survey respondents and be protected. All the questions 
were non-mandatory questions, respondents can choose which questions they do not want to 
answer. In addition, no matter how interesting the results, we should not talk about the data 
with friends or family members. Data from one project may not be sold to another organization 
(Travis, 2017). 

3.5.  Limitation 

For the business researches, Bryman & Bell (2011) regarded reliability, replication and validity 
as three main criteria to be used for the evaluation. The reliability and replication could 
somehow be very close and mostly could be applied with either quantitative method or 
qualitative methods.  
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3.5.1. Validity 

Content validity, construct validity and criterion-related validity, these three aspects could be 
used to assess the validity of quantitative research (Heale and Twycross, 2015). There were 
three sections in the questionnaire, the topic of each section was drove accurately from the 
research questions to address the high content validity. That were “MDR”, “AM” and “AM in 
healthcare”. The face validity was assessed by sharing the survey with the subject reader who 
had experience in the relevant fields to determine if these questions reflected on the studied 
content properly. Based on the feedback from the subject reader, the survey was finalized with 
high face validity and then shared with respondents.   

In each section of the survey, questions were stated from three levels: 1) asking for the basic 
understanding of the studied phenomenon; 2) asking for the in-depth views on the critical 
content; 3) asking for the diverse situation of each respondent openly. All questions were 
formulated based on the correlation to the current researches and official documents concerning 
the content, consequences and impacts of MDR. Therefore, construct validity of this study was 
high as the intend studied phenomenon was studied with strong scientific support.   

According to the current research on discussing the possible consequences of the medical 
device regulation system, several aspects like economy, resource, operations and forth were 
identified to be the measurements. In the survey of this study, the content was expected to 
figure out the impact of MDR from the same aspects mentioned before. Thereby, the criterion-
related validity was achieved by the relation to these external criterions. 

3.5.2. Reliability  

The reliability of quantitative research was illustrated from the stability, internal reliability and 
inter-observer consistency (Bryman and Bell, 2011). The stability could be tested by test-retest 
and parallel or alternate-form reliability testing to figure out whether a measure was stable over 
time (Heale and Twycross, 2015). In this study the measures in the survey were concluded 
objectively from the current researches as well as official documents, which would not 
fluctuate in a sudden. This study could achieve a high stability during the period of 
implementing the MDR.  

In order to achieve high internal reliability, the questions in different sections of the survey 
were designed consistently to study on the same phenomenon (Heale and Twycross, 2015). 
Which all followed the same pattern that starting with basic questions asking for general 
awareness, and then questions concerning the in-depth understanding of the critical content 
were stated, it was ended by open questions asking about the diverse situation for each 
respondent. Questions on each level were in high relation with each other. 

The inter-observer consistency was also high. Since the indicators in the multiple-choice 
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questions were drove objectively from the scientific and official resource, along with the open 
questions were also formulated objectively without any leading sense, the results would be the 
same when different people conducted this study.  
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4. Empirical findings 

This part comprises the empirical data findings based on the responses from self-completion 
questionnaires. The responses from eight NBs are illustrated from three parts, (1) NBs’ 
experience and opinions on the MDR, (2) NBs’ experience and opinions on the AM technology 
& medical device building on AM, and (3) NBs’ experience and opinions on the impact of MDR 
on the AM technology.  

The self-completion questionnaire collects eight NBs’ responses from several regions in EU 
like Cyprus, Finland, German, Hungary, Sweden, and forth. 75% of these respondents have 
been working in NBs for more than three years. The respondents’ general information like job 
position and year of working in NBs are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. General information of respondents 

JOB POSITION YEAR OF WORKING IN NB OPEATION SYSTEM 
(MDD/MDR) 

CLINICAL LEAD >3 years MDR 
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS >3 years MDD 
VP MEDICAL CERTIFICATION >3 years MDD 
AUDITOR <1 year MDR 
CERTIFICATION ENGINEERING MEDIC 1-3 years MDD 
LAB MANAGER >3 years MDR 
MEDICAL DEVICE DIVISION – 
MANAGER 

>3 years MDD 

NB MANAGER >3 years MDD 

 

Besides, there are three parts in different topics in the questionnaire. The questions in each 
section are stated gradually from the degree of understanding to the understanding of key 
content. For the full content, please check appendix C. The specific topics, as well as the 
intended studying purposes of questions in each part, are illustrated in Table 8. 

Table 8. Topics & intended purposes of questionnaire 

TOPICS  INTENDED STUDY PURPOSES APPENDIX  
PART ONE. 
"MDR (MEDICAL DEVICES REGULATION)" 

NBs’ experience and opinion on the 
MDR 

App.C Part one 

PART TWO  
"AM (AM) & MEDICAL DEVICES BUILDING 
ON AM" 

NBs’ experience and opinion on the 
AM technology & medical device 
building on AM 

App.C Part Two 

PART THREE 
"MDR & MEDICAL DEVICES BUILDING ON 
AM" 

NBs’ experience and opinion on the 
impact of MDR on the AM 
technology  

App.C Part Three 
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4.1.  NBs’ experience and opinion on the MDR 

4.1.1. The general understanding of MDR 

As shown in Figure 6, half of the respondents confirmed a high degree of understanding of the 
MDR while others were at a lower degree. The impact of MDR on NBs’ operation was also 
confirmed as very high by five respondents, while the only one who selected “low degree” is 
the NB that has not operated MDR yet. 

 

(a) The responses of “What is your degree of familiarity with MDR?” (like scale 1-5: very 
low - very high; 8 responses) 

  

(b) The responses of “To what degree do/will the MDR impact the operations of your 
organization?” (like scale 1-5: very low - very high; 8 responses) 

Figure 6. The NBs’ general opinion on MDR 

4.1.2. The influential changes in MDR 

According to the literature review, the MDR has several significant changes, which were stated 
in the questionnaire as: New stricter designation procedure asking for new requirements on 
capabilities and competencies, required internal personnel rotation, required necessary consult 
with expert group/panels(scrutiny), required stricter assessment on the high-risk (Class III) 
devices. As it shown in Figure 7, the new stricter designation procedure asking for new 
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requirements on capabilities and competencies was regarded by 87.5% of respondents as the 
most significant influence of MDR on their operations. Then next was required internal 
personnel rotation, agreed by five respondents, required necessary consult with expert 
group/panels (scrutiny) by two and required stricter assessment on the high-risk (Class III) 
devices by only 1.  

 

Figure 7. The responses of “please select one/more that you think has/have/will 
affect/affected your services to a high degree?” (8 responses) 

Following, 5 respondents pointed out the changes that were not mentioned in the previous 
question but still could affect NBs. As shown in Figure 8 that was the demand for designating 
more technical expertise (20%), improving the quality management system (20%), coverage 
of the EUDAMED system (40%), possible MDR delay by Coronavirus (20%) and Authorities' 
low common understanding of the requirements(20%) (please refer to appendix C). The 
EUDAMED was the new task added by MDR and NBs do not have the relevant experience or 
competence to handle.  

Figure 8. The responses of “Any other Any other important changes that affected your 
operation significantly” (5 responses) 

Regarding coping with all these changes, hiring new personnel was considered as the best way. 
According to 4 respondents’ response on the open question “How have you responded to these 

20%
20%

40%
20%
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the demand for designating more technical…
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Authorities' low common understanding of the…
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changes”, 60% of them regarded hiring new staff was the corresponding action they have taken 
for implementing the MDR (please refer to appendix C). 

4.1.3. The potential consequences caused by MDR 

When asked about the consequences that might be caused by MDR, several issues that might 
happen were stated as the choices based on the literature review. That was increased cost in 
internal operation, potential resource shortage, higher independence with more official 
protection, more communication with manufacturers, increased focus on clinical evaluations, 
increased workload, increased control from the European level. As shown in Figure 9, 87.5% 
of respondents regarded the increased cost in internal operation highly. And 50% of 
respondents believed that the potential resource shortage, increased focus on clinical evaluation 
and increased workload would be the consequences. While the higher independence with more 
official protection, more communication with manufacturers were both mentioned by one 
respondent. 

 

Figure 9. The responses of “Please choose one/more consequences that you believe were/will 
be caused by the MDR for NBs” (8 responses) 

Furthermore, 4 respondents pointed out several other consequences that they thought could be 
caused by MDR (please refer to appendix C). As shown in the Figure 10, responses illustrated 
other consequences from the perspectives of technology innovation, high quality of operation, 
manufacturers and resources shortage, each aspect took up 25% of respondents. 
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Figure 10. The responses of “Any other consequences that were or will be caused by the new 
MDR? (Which are not mentioned above)” (4 responses) 

4.1.4. The difficulties of MDR implementation 

When compared with MDD, 50% of 8 respondents admitted that they prefer to operate MDR 
and difficulties also emerge in implementing MDR (please refer to appendix C). In more detail, 
the obstacles were illustrated from two aspects by 4 respondents, as shown in Figure 11. The 
first one was the lack of resources, especially the appropriate staff or the training for staff. 
Another one was the low understandability of MDR whereas it was regarded as unlogic 
regulation and the views of requirements were contradictory (please refer to appendix C). 

Figure 11. The responses of “Could you please introduce the difficulties that you met briefly? 
How did you solve them?” (4 responses) 

 

Other consequences that they thought could be 
caused by MDR from different perspectives

Technology innovation High quality of operation Manufacutres resource shortage

Difficulties in implementing MDR

Increase traning Unlogic regulation

Resources needed Contradictory views of the requirements
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4.2.  NBs’ experience and opinion on the AM technology & medical device 
building on AM 

4.2.1. The general understanding of AM technology & medical device building on 
AM 

As showed in the following figures, the responses on AM technology& medical device building 
on AM were diversity. More or less, all respondents were familiar with AM technology medical 
device building on AM. Nevertheless, only 12.5% of them confirmed a very high degree of 
understanding, which was showed in Figure 12. The need for reviewing the medical device 
building on AM by NBs was agreed by half of the respondents, while others could not make 
sure their answers, (shown in Figure 13). It could be the results of that most of them have 
handled these cases in a very low frequency, which is shown in Figure 14. As a respondent 
replied that the NB could review more than 150 medical devices in one year while there might 
be only one case that was built on AM. (please refer to appendix C) 

  
Figure 12. The responses for “What is your degree of familiarity with devices building on AM 

in healthcare?” (like scale 1-5: very low - very high;8 responses) 

 

Figure 13. The responses of “… do medical devices building on AM in healthcare, in general, 
need to be reviewed by Notified Bodies?” (8 responses) 
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Figure 14. The responses of “How often do you handle applications concerning medical 
devices building on AM in the medical devices market these years?” (like scale 1-5: very 

seldom - very often;7 responses) 

4.2.2. Opinions on AM technology & medical device building on AM  

3 respondents also confirmed NBs’ positive attitudes on AM in healthcare. AM was regarded 
as helper of speeding up the prototyping process, the future optimal treatment option and 
alternative manufacturing method. These NBs illustrated these considerable potentials of 
implementing the AM in healthcare. Meanwhile, 1 respondent posed some concerns about the 
quality and safety of device building on AM, challenge in the validation, and additional 
problems during the implementation. (please refer to appendix C) 

4.3.  NBs’ experience and opinion on the impact of MDR on the device building 
on AM  

4.3.1. The key components that device building on AM should care more under 
MDR 

As showed in Figure 15, when asking about which component in conformity assessment should 
be cared more because of the MDR, the clinical investigation data was agreed by 83.3%. 
Followed by technical documentation and post market report both were agreed with 66.7% and 
general statement on the devices by 16.7%.  
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Figure 15. The responses of “Please select one/more components in the conformity 
assessment procedure of AM-relevant devices that you need to pay more attention to because 

of MDR” (6 responses) 

As shown in Figure 16, other extra components were also pointed out by 4 respondents with 
their arguments, which concerned the quality, raw material and biocompatibility of the device. 
Each argument was agreed by 33% of respondents. (please refer to appendix C) 

 

Figure 16. The responses of “Any other components that need to be paid more attention? & 
why these components need to be paid more attention to?” (4 responses) 

4.3.2. Other concerns about the conformity assessment of device building on AM 

In the open questions asking for other concerns about the conformity assessment of device 
building on AM, the custom-made device was mentioned as a challenge posed by MDR. 2 
respondents confirmed that a custom-made device was a suitable approach that the device 
building on AM could go for the CE marking certificate (please refer to appendix C). However, 
the definition of a custom-made device was changed in MDR. The way that the AM approach 
to MDR was different as the concept was modified.

Components needed to be paid more attention to

Quality Raw material biocompatibility of the device
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5. Discussion   

In this chapter, the interpretation of the findings in connection to the reviewed documents is 
presented. This section is characterized by critical thinking for all outcomes. Based on the 
research questions, the discussion is divided into two parts: what happened to NBs under MDR, 
what happened to device building on AM under MDR (from NBs’ perspective).  

According to the findings in this study, the impact of MDR on the NBs can be concluded as:  

1) The number of NBs would decrease 

2) The NBs’ workload would increase  

3) The NBs’ new recruitment would increase 

4) The NBs’ independence/competence would be enhanced.  

The impact of MDR on AM in healthcare can be illustrated as:  

1) There would be issues of implementing AM in healthcare 

2) The market of device building on AM would be opened up 

5.1.  What happened to NBs under MDR 

5.1.1. The decreasing number of NBs 

According to the findings in this study, the MDR has led to a decreasing number of NBs. This 
outcome is consistent with the objective evidence that the number of NBs has dropped from 54 
to 14 during 2017 - 2020 (Oriel, 2020). The time is too limited for NBs to get the designation 
of MDR, and most NBs did not have enough time. After three years of publication of the MDR, 
the current number of valid NBs with MDR is 14, of which 3 were included in this study. 
However, the number used to be 54 under MDD (NANDO, 2020). There still are NBs trying 
to apply for the MDR designation, even the final date that the MDR takes effect is prolonged 
to May 2021, it is still hard to confirm that the number will reach 54 again by that time since 
the Covid-19 affects all work in the world (Michael, 2020).  

This situation was primarily caused by the stricter requirements in the MDR, which was 
regarded as the most critical change in MDR by 87.5% of 8 respondents in this study. MDR 
asks NBs for high-quality competence like complete operating procedures and qualified 
personnel by the stricter requirements (MDR, 2017). From NBs’ perspective, it would take a 
considerable amount of resources like money and time to achieve these competencies. And 
most of the respondents agreed on the increasing internal cost, as well as the potential shortage 
of resource were the consequences caused by MDR. Which was correspond to the economic 
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influences of MDR mentioned by Boutrand that NBs have to try harder to survive (Boutrand, 
2013).  

Besides, some NBs are still small-scale companies that may not have enough financial support 
to cope with the requirements in MDR. 87.5% of 8 respondents regarded the increased cost in 
internal operations as the most likely consequences caused by MDR (please refer to appendix 
C). To cope with the requirements in MDR, most NBs choose to take actions like hiring 
personnel, training personnel, consulting the external experts, etc. According to coding on 
question 1.5, 75% of 4 respondents took actions on personnel to cope with the requirements 
(please refer to appendix C). 

For example, the group of staff who is conducting the conformity assessment process is the 
core team in NBs. In the MDR, there are plenty of qualification criteria for this group of 
personnel (MDR, 2017), which addresses the staff’s qualification from both knowledge and 
experience aspects. The proven knowledge and relevant experience in the fields that they are 
charging are the empirical requirements, NBs have to make sure all personnel meet with these 
criteria to get the approval of operating MDR. And it is not only for the new staff but also for 
the existing ones. It might be unclear that at what degree of the current personnel’ accordance 
with these qualification criteria is. There might be following choices in the NBs’ personnel 
designation: 

 Retrain the existing staff after an examination on their qualification; 
 Hire new staff that qualified the corresponding criteria and retrain the current team 

with the least cost; 
 Hire new staff and arrange the proper training for all employees after an examination 

on their qualification; 

NBs should possess enough financial and resource support for any choices mentioned above.  

On the other hand, the concerns posted by one respondent that the MDR can only be understood 
with the guidance from MDCG, which is aligned with the clinicians’ opinion in the study of 
McCulloch (2012). Meanwhile, the medical device business might be a minor division of some 
NBs, which is not the mainstream of the company compared with other divisions. For example, 
some NBs might specialize in the safety of toys, some on transportable pressure equipment and 
so on (NANDO, 2020). It can be worthless for these NBs to pay many resources for the MDR 
certificate. 

Because of the lack of resources to cope with all strict requirements in MDR, the number of 
NBs has dropped, and this situation would continue in the short-term. 

5.1.2. The increasing workload of NBs 

The increasing workload for NBs is a new finding generated by this study, which was agreed 
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by 62.5% of 8 respondents of the questionnaire (please refer to appendix C). This situation is 
caused by the stricter requirements in MDR, the decreasing number of NBs as well as the 
additional tasks added by MDR.  

Firstly, more workload was caused by the requirements in MDR. It means that NBs have to 
deal with cases in more complex procedures with stricter requirements. As shown in the MDR, 
“the highest degree of professional integrity” and “the requisite technical and scientific 
competence in the specific fields” are the two required foundations for NBs to offer in every 
single procedure of their operations. Affiliate the sufficient procedure, expertise, and facilities, 
NBs can conduct a professional conformity assessment on the specific product appropriately 
(MDR, 2017). NBs have to pay more effort during their operations to cope with the 
requirements for every single procedure. For example, in the case of the high-risk (Class III) 
devices, NBs are required by MDR to conduct a stricter assessment, the unannounced 
inspections on factories producing high-risk (Class III) devices (Boutrand, 2013), as well as 
the “Second Look” for the biocompatibility/compliance (Migliore, 2017). 

Then, as a result of the decreasing number of NBs, the workload for the NBs under MDR 
increased. Previously, all medical devices in the EU were reviewed by 54 NBs under MDD. 
Currently, it could only be reviewed by 14 NBs under MDR. From the clients’ perspective, it 
is better to grant their device with MDR directly. Although there is a transformation period for 
four years that it is possible to gain the CE marking under MDD first and transfer it into CE 
marking under MDR within two years with further assessment. The direct certificate from 
MDR is still cheaper and timesaving. Because the requirements on device in MDR is stricter 
than it in MDD. Time and money are needed to transfer from MDD to MDR, some issues may 
also occur. The economic profits of the device will start from its launching into the market, 
along with the intense competition in the medical device market, it is beneficial for 
manufacturers to gain the MDR directly. 

Last but not least, as 40% of 5 respondents concerned that the new tasks, EUDAMED, added 
for NBs by MDR could increase their workload. Because NBs do not have the relevant 
experience or competence to handle it (please refer to appendix C). Therefore, NBs have to 
learn the operation on these data from the beginning. Trained personnel should be assigned to 
different fields. The fields could be concluded from the files from the EC that reviewed in the 
literature review part as follows (European Commission, 2019): 

 Collecting/receiving data  
 Reviewing data,  
 Managing data, 
 Uploading data,  
 Updating data.  

In the collecting/receiving process, the communications with both internal teams working with 
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conformity assessment and external parties like national competent authorities and 
manufacturers are critical. Then, the proved skills for reviewing data and managing data should 
be equipped to the trained personnel. Besides, the skillful operations of uploading data in 
EUDAMED are also one competence that staff should have. The ability like relevant 
knowledge in NBs’ service, especially that involves manufacturers, and the EUDAMED are 
essential. All of the above refers to an extra data dealing division that might be assigned for 
NBs to review data, manage data, upload data in EUDAMED properly.   

However, the EUDAMED has been confirmed to be delayed until May 2022. "The Commission 
concluded that it will only be possible to make Eudamed operational once the entire system 
and its different modules have achieved full functionality and have been subject to an 
independent audit", said by a press officer (DanaElfin, 2019). The findings in this study that 
illustrating NBs do not have the relevant experience or competence to handle this system might 
be one of the reasons behind (please refer to appendix C). NBs still have to enhance their 
competence for these data dealing tasks in the future.  

Also, the workload of other non-MDR NBs would also increase as they have to gain the 
designation of MDR as soon as possible. This means, in the short term, they have to pay effort 
on both preparations for MDR as well as conducting the normal conformity assessment under 
MDD. Therefore, the high pressure from MDR and growing demand from the medical device 
market caused heavy workload for NBs in the short term. 

5.1.3. The increasing new recruitment 

The increasing new recruitment was found as another consequence caused by MDR for NBs 
in this study. According to 60% of respondents’ response, “significantly increased our current 
number of conformity assessment experts,” “hired new staff” and “New personnel” were the 
corresponding actions they have taken for implementing the MDR (please refer to appendix 
C). This outcome was consistent with Boutrand’s (2013) idea of the economic impact of MDR 
that there will be new demand qualified personnel.  

The new regulations impose more stringent requirements on the ability of NB employees, like 
the qualification requirements of employees for auditing and reviewing devices have steeply 
increased (MDR, 2017). As shown in appendix B. These roles should be filled by a highly 
educated and experienced person and are intended to safeguard regulatory compliance within 
the manufacturer where he/she works. As NBs were required to have similarly competent staff 
for Technical File/ Design Dossier reviews and audits, it was easy to foresee a shortage in the 
availability of qualified personnel in NBs. 

On the one hand, the NBs under MDR would need more personnel (Boutrand, 2013). When 
they started applying for the operations for MDR, they needed to hire new staff for coping with 
requirements and changes. Once they got the designation to operate MDR, they need to hire 
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new staff to deal with the increasing cases of conformity assessment demand from the growing 
market. As discussed in the former section, 14 NBs under MDR have to take over the workload 
for 54 formerly because the clients might prefer to approach MDR directly. Enough employees 
should be the foundation for operating all these cases properly. 

On the other hand, the NBs who still on their way to MDR were also demanding more 
personnel. According to the respondents mentioned above, 75% of 8 NBs were under the 
process of applying for the MDR certificate. And hiring new staff was their first response to 
cope with the changes and requirements in MDR.  

Overall, new personnel were in demand by NBs to meet with the requirements in MDR. 
Furthermore, more employees were needed to deal with the increasing workload under MDR. 

5.1.4. The enhancements of NBs 

Based on the researchers reviewed in the literature review section, the independence and 
competences of NBs are the two typical topics in the researching field of NBs (Galland, 2013). 
These two topics are also chosen to discuss the impact of MDR on NBs. Specifically, it found 
that the roles of NBs will be enhanced by MDR from both the independence and competences. 

The improved independence of NBs 

Based on the findings in this study, the independence of NBs will be improved by MDR. 
Because of the stricter requirements in MDR, the number of NBs might show a downward 
trend in the short term. Only a limited number of NBs can certify the CE marking to the medical 
devices, so manufacturers should reconsider their relationship with NBs. Previously, the NBs’ 
decision has been influenced a lot by manufacturers who were payers for the NBs’ operation, 
which is harmful to the independence of NBs (Allan, Joyce and Pollock, 2018). Furthermore, 
the cheaper conformity assessment was always the choice for manufacturers (Galland, 2013). 
Besides, NBs used to concentrate more on their price and speed of certification to survive from 
the intense market competition (Galland, 2013). Where the business weighted more than the 
patient’s healthcare for them (Kmietowicz and Cohen, 2012). Which means that the initiative 
was always in the hands of manufacturers. 

After the screening by stricter requirements in MDR, limited and qualified NBs were left for 
manufacturers to apply for the product conformity assessment. Furthermore, the competition 
among NBs was less intensive under the increasing workload. Along with the manufacturers’ 
strong willingness to enter the MDR system as soon as possible. Manufacturers should regard 
NBs more significantly than before. The price and speed of certification would be no longer 
the keys factors in the market. Manufacturers must catch any suitable NBs to conduct the 
conformity assessment. Moreover, because of the request of the internal personnel rotation 
from MDR, the situation that the same person who working in specific fields and has to deal 
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with the same clients is avoided. Therefore, the build-up relationship between NBs and clients 
would not influence the certification results anymore. NBs have to process the applications 
from manufacturers more strictly to ensure the quality of every single certification as well as 
their effort worthwhile, which means that manufacturers have to work hard instead of putting 
financial pressure or finding relationship convenience with NBs. Furthermore, the 
independence of NBs was protected by other EU Commission’s actions. That was the 
inspections on NBs activities, a joint assessment by EC and national competent authority 
experts from other countries, scrutiny of every designation by the MDCG, and a designation 
over a limited time with re-assessment in the MDR (Thienpont et al., 2020). 

Overall, the independence of NBs would be improved by correcting the relationship with 
manufacturers and the further protection from the EU Commission. 

The improved competence of NBs 

The findings in this study show that the stricter requirements in MDR would improve the 
competences of NBs comprehensively. These requirements cover all specific aspects of NBs' 
operations from the organization arrangement to the conformity assessment procedure (MDR, 
2017). Generally, the documented process and qualified personnel were the fundamental 
competencies for NBs, which would take NBs' time and resources to make it perfect and enter 
the MDR system. Specifically, the requirements for NBs' operations requires NBs to offer 
much better competences in every single procedure. MDR asks for high-quality conformity 
assessment from the high qualified NBs. Because of these high levels of requests from MDR, 
only 14 NBs obtained the right to operate the MDR so far (Oriel, 2020). Meanwhile, other NBs 
were trying to enhance their competences to meet up with these requirements to be a member 
of NBs under MDR. 

Furthermore, NBs' competencies would also be improved by their growing experience and 
recruiting new staff. Under the MDR system, the workload would increase because of the 
limited number of NBs and unlimited market demand. Therefore, the qualified NBs have to 
conduct conformity assessment with many more cases than before. More experience would be 
gained when they deal with the device in the same field of technology or market division 
repeatedly. Thereby NBs would be more proficient in their operations. Moreover, new 
recruitment would bring more potential to enhance the competences of NBs. Based on the 
requirements for personnel in MDR, the NBs were upgraded by new staff in a high qualification 
and necessary training for all employees. The overall competences of NBs would be 
strengthened. 

From another perspective, NBs' competencies have been doubted by the public because of the 
less transparency (Galland, 2013). That was because little information about NBs was available 
on the NANDO, the EU Commission website. And the public data usually were only the name, 
contact information, and address of NBs (NANDO, 2020). There was nothing specific about 
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these NBs that manufacturers could use for choosing a NB to cooperate, and it was also hard 
for patients to identify the fairness for the certification process of the medical device when they 
need it. The EUDAMED, which is an improved database system in MDR, could solve this 
issue. That is "a registration system, a collaborative system, a notification system, a 
dissemination system (open to the public)" (EU Commission, 2017). Under this system, NBs 
are required to upload and manage the data for both the organizations and operations. All 
information should be updated periodically and should be available for the public. Therefore, 
the transparency of NBs' will be improved significantly. Besides, the situation that little 
exposure of NBs in scientific researches could also be optimized (Galland, 2013). Because 
much more information will be publicly accessible. However, the EUDAMED system is 
delayed until May 2022 (DanaElfin, 2019). The transparency mentioned above will be 
achieved after the full implementation of EUDAMED. 

5.2.  What happened to the device building on AM under MDR, from NBs’ 
perspective 

5.2.1. Issues of determining the device type in MDR 

The study found that there was an issue of determining device type in MDR for the device 
using AM technology, which was consistent with the opinions from Darragh McMorrow 
(2019) and Monir EI Azzouzi (2018). This situation could be the reason why 50% of 8 
respondents considered that AM devices need to go through NBs and another 50% considered 
the opposite. Because the conformity assessment procedure could only be specified once the 
device type and device classification settled down (Monir, 2018). Moreover, the custom-made 
device (Darragh, 2019), as well as a device using Nanomaterial (Monir, 2018), are two main 
approaches posed for the device building on AM.  

As Darragh McMorrow concerns, the changed definition of a custom-made device and the 
inclusion of Nanomaterial in MDR means more information for the device using AM 
technology is needed (Darragh, 2019). For example, in the manufacturers’ product portfolio, 
the mass-produced implants are 3D printed, and each product is unique based on the surgeons’ 
demand. All these products will not be regarded as the custom-made device anymore because 
of the involvement of industrial manufacturing process (AM). Therefore, every product needs 
its technical file to be certified by the CE marking. Furthermore, the clinical evaluation, post-
market surveillance, complaint handling, should all be covered in this file (Monir, 2018). 
Besides, NBs in the study emphasized that the facts of specific QMS, biological evaluation, 
risk assessments, and preclinical testing were all needed. Based on sufficient and valid 
information, the device building on AM could be identified by a specific device type under 
MDR. Moreover, a suitable conformity assessment procedure could be clarified and 
appropriately conducted. 
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5.2.2. Possible delayed product development in MDR 

According to the findings in this study, like other device, the product development of the device 
building on AM would be influenced by the MDR, which could be discussed by the connection 
to the opinions of Martelli et al. (2019) and Groennvold (2017). First, the availability of specific 
devices would be delayed because of the reclassification of the device in MDR (Martelli et al., 
2019). It was also the biggest obstacle for the device building on AM. The manufacturers have 
to spend time to figure out the correct classification and conformity assessment for their 
devices. Besides, the market of specific devices would also be tightened because of less use of 
equivalence. It was hard for manufacturers to share the technical documentation with others to 
show the equality between two devices. The device building on innovative technology like AM 
might be damaged by the strict requirements in MDR (Groennvold, 2017).  

From other perspectives, the product development of device building on AM could be delayed 
by the NBs’ neglection or manufacturers’ abandon. From the NBs’ view, when they were 
facing the increasing workload, the device building on AM could be easily neglected because 
this was used to be a small market where NBs did not have enough knowledge and experience. 
They have to pay much more effort on these cases to cope with the strict requirements in MDR. 
From the manufacturers’ perspective, some small or medium AM companies without enough 
capacity may be stress out to meet up with the stringent requirements in MDR (Migliore, 2017). 
Along with the little admissions from the public, these companies might choose to give up this 
market. 

5.2.3. The market of device building on AM 

Tiny market with huge potential 

Based on the findings in this study, it is found that the device building AM was regarded as a 
small market with enormous positive potentials in the future by NBs. Meanwhile, issues like 
concerning about quality and safety, lack of understanding of this sort of device were 
mentioned by respondents, which were likely to be solved by the implementation of MDR.   

This study found that the AM in healthcare just took up a small part of the medical device 
market while enormous potential was embraced. This situation was quite different from the 
results of current researches that indicated the implementation of AM technology in healthcare 
was booming (Mendoza, 2015). So far, AM technology has been admitted and regarded as the 
mainstream in many fields like hearing aids (Sharma, 2013), dentistry (Kain, 2015), 3D-printed 
prosthetics (AmputeeCoalition, 2019). Many NBs also emphasized the importance of AM, 
according to coding on open question, all respondents have positive attitudes towards AM 
technology in healthcare (please refer to appendix C). However, the practical responses show 
that this market was still a newborn in the healthcare market of EU. As concerned by two 
respondents, an NB has processed 200 cases in 2019, but 0 relevant to AM, another NB handled 
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more than 150 cases per year but only one device was pertinent to AM. With a rough 
calculation, this sort of device might take up 0.6% of the device certificated by an NB per year. 
Besides, Most of NBs did not have relevant conformity assessment experience on the device 
building on AM. The in-depth understanding of this kind of device was also little.  

However, the device building on the AM was argued to embrace the massive potential for the 
future medical device market. 75% of 4 respondents emphasized the importance of AM and 
present positive attitudes in this field.  

Issues of implementing device building on AM 

According to the responses in this study, the safety and quality issues were critical for the 
device building on AM. Which was align with the opinions of Mukul, Vinod and Rakesh 
(2019). In the case of the conformity assessment, 83.3% of 6 respondents regarded the clinical 
investigation data as a critical component. It was followed by technical documentation and 
post-market report; both were agreed by 66.7% of 6 respondents. Other extra components like 
quality management system, biological evaluation for the raw material used in AM, preclinical 
concerns for the biocompatibility of the device should be considered significant (please refer 
to appendix C). From NBs’ perspective, it was vital for the device building on AM to be 
attached with enough clinical investigation data, where the safety and performance evidence 
could be illustrated clearly. Because the AM is a new technology and the current market of 
device building on AM is pretty small. Less experience causes uncertainty and unknown issues 
in this field. Therefore, enough and evident clinical investigation data are the strong supporter 
behind the device that using the AM techniques, which make the conformity assessment 
success. 

The market of device building on AM under MDR 

The findings in this study shows that with the help of MDR, the market of device building on 
AM will be opened up with high-quality requirement and better understanding of the product. 

The quality of device building on AM was the primary concern mentioned by most NBs. Some 
issues may emerge with this new technology. For instance, the biocompatibility, long-time 
duration, and raw materials of the device should all be paid attention to, which could be harmful 
to patients. The quality of the product is ensured under the requirements in MDR (Martelli et 
al., 2019). NBs are required to conduct a more stringent conformity assessment with every 
single device. Several critical components, like biological evaluation, preclinical testing, risk 
assessments, and the quality management system, are all prescribed strictly. Thereby the safety 
of the device could be guaranteed comprehensively. 

Besides, a better understanding of the product will also be achieved by MDR with the improved 
transparency of device building on AM. Because of the changes of definition in MDR, 
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manufacturers have to determine the category for the device building on AM, which is no 
longer regarded as the custom-made device under MDR. A performance or design envelope 
that the product will be manufactured needs to be specified firstly. So that the category of the 
device could be clarified clearly, then these technical files, along with other data in the 
conformity assessment procedure, should all be uploaded on the EUDAMED database. It 
means that everyone can have access to all relevant information about the device building on 
AM (EU Commission, 2017). 

Therefore, the high-quality product with guaranteed safety and performance, along with full 
data in high transparency, will be the promoters for opening up the market of device building 
on AM. 
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6.  Conclusion 

Based on the findings and discussion above, the impact of MDR can be concluded from two 
aspects, the influences on NBs’ operations and the influences on the device building on the 
AM. Both short-term and long-term effects of MDR are found in these two cases. 

In the case of NBs’ operation, the MDR might result in that the number of NBs would drop 
down, the workload for NBs would increase, and more new employments would be generated. 
These are the short-term impacts. The new stricter assignation requirements in the MDR are 
the main reason behind these situations. In order to grant the right to certify the CE marking 
under MDR, NBs have to try their best to meet with these requirements where the resource is 
in high demand. As the requirements in MDR are stricter and more detailed, the examination 
of the NBs' qualification is also difficult. As a result, there are only 14 of 54 NBs gain the MDR 
certificate during the period from 2017 to 2020. Although other NBs are still under the process 
of applying MDR certificate, the number of NBs that can certify CE marking under MDR has 
significantly decreased. Then, the workload of NBs is increasing. First, much more effort 
should be contributed to the implementation of MDR because of the strictness of MDR. 
Meanwhile, fewer NBs have to take over the same or multiple conformity assessment demand 
as before. For the current situation, it means that 14 NBs have to review the cases that used to 
be distributed into 54 NBs. Besides, the medical device market is still growing, which will 
generate more demand for the conformity assessment review. In addition, NBs are required by 
MDR to take more extra responsibility to manage the data for the EUDAMED system. Under 
all these circumstances, the new employment is regarded as the best response of NBs. The 
challenges posed by the changes in MDR and the increasing workload are all expected to be 
handled by new recruitment. Thereby in the short term, the personnel demand for NBs will 
increase.  

From the long-term perspective, the independence and competence of NBs will be improved 
dramatically. Because of the stricter requirements in MDR, the NBs’ fundamental capability 
of conducting conformity assessment and the operational capacity will be upgraded. The MDR 
has more specific rules for each procedure of NBs’ operations that NBs must comply with all 
the way. So that NBs will conduct their service more professionally and impartially. 
Meanwhile, the transparency of the NBs system is also enhanced by the publicly accessible 
database, EUDAMED, where data concerning the NBs’ operations and the conformity 
assessment for each device are available for everyone. The independence of NBs is also 
protected in this way. MDR corrects the factors like financial pressure from clients, intensive 
market competition that might influence the NBs’ fairness in their operations. NBs have to 
follow the rules in MDR to conduct the conformity assessment under the situation that fewer 
NBs are dealing with more cases. It means that the NBs’ operation cannot easily be affected 
by any other issues. Besides, more extra inspections from higher authorities also ensures the 
independence of NBs. For example, the joint assessment by EC and national competent 
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authority experts from other countries, scrutiny of every designation by the MDCG.  

Therefore, the MDR would lead to the decreasing number of NBs, increasing workload and 
increasing recruitment for NBs’ operations for a short term. Meanwhile, the independence and 
competence of NBs would be improved for long standing. 

In the case of device building on AM, the determination of device type and the decreased 
product development are the short-term issues caused by MDR. Because of the redefinitions in 
MDR, custom-made devices and Nanomaterial are clarified differently compared with MDD. 
Since these two cases are regarded as the most suitable approaches for the device building on 
AM to go for the conformity assessment, when NBs assess the devices building on AM, they 
must check whether the type determined by manufactures of the device building on AM is 
correct as soon as possible, so that the market can move on with MDR. More data, documents 
need to be processed for NBs. Besides, the product development may be slowed down by the 
reclassification and stricter requirements in MDR. It will take time to redefine the product 
clearly as well as apply for the product conformity assessment strictly.  

However, from the long-term perspective, MDR will help to open up the market of device 
building on AM. Currently, this market just takes up a small part of the whole medical device 
market. An NB may review more than 150 medical devices per year, but less than three cares 
were building on AM. Because AM is a new technology, which is lack of public familiarity, 
and many safety and performance concerns are posed as challenges. To some extent, these 
issues can be solved by MDR. 

On the one hand, like all other devices, the strict and precise requirements in MDR can ensure 
the safety and performance of device building on AM in a high degree. The quality of products 
can also be guaranteed at a high level. On the other hand, a better understanding of these AM-
relevant devices can be addressed. According to the requirements of MDR, each device will 
have a complete technical document provided by the manufacturer. And the upgraded database 
system, EUDAMED, could achieve high transparency of these technical files. High-quality 
products with high public openness will help to open the market. 

Thence, the device building on AM will face some issues posed by MDR like device type 
determination and product development delay in a short period. However, the MDR will also 
assist the market development of the device building on AM by ensuring the quality and safety 
of products and improving public understanding in this field. 

Overall, the MDR does create considerable influences on the NBs’ operations and in the field 
of device building on AM. Although it causes several tough situations in the short term, the 
far-reaching influence for the system of the medical device is affirmative and expectable 
worthy. 
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7.  Limitations 

This study was conducted during the initial period of both MDR (started applying from 2017s) 
and the AM technology in healthcare. Limitations were caused by this newness on the findings 
of this study.  

During the primary data collection procedure, self-questionnaire, the findings were limited 
because of the NBs’ slackness of experience in both MDR and device building on AM. Most 
respondents did not have enough experience in MDR due to different reasons, like a shortage 
of time, people. And only three of them have granted the MDR certificate when others were 
still in the application process for MDR. Most NBs also did not have relevant experience with 
the implementation of AM technology in healthcare. As one NB reviewed more than 150 cases 
while the ones related to AM technology are less than 3. 

The research design of this study also caused limitations. In the case of the data collection 
procedure, it is pointed out by a respondent that gaining opinions from one person of NB is 
limited. And one respondent also thought that the questions in the questionnaire could be more 
detailed to achieve the intended study purposes.  

Furthermore, the coronavirus in the current situation also caused communication issues with 
respondents. Most of them are now working from home or even stopped working, which made 
the communication within their organization insufficient. It happened that the person answered 
the first phone call gave the contact information of the wrong person or the incorrect contact 
information of a suitable respondent. More extra contacts were made to clarify the final 
respondents. Also, even after several times reminders, some respondents still could not answer 
the phone or reply to the email. Further contact with respondents for more valuable data is also 
limited by insufficient contacts. 

For further researches in the field of MDR, NBs' operations, and AM technology in healthcare, 
this study could be a trustworthy resource to identify some challenges and prospects brought 
by MDR generally. The follow-up studies can be done when the MDR is fully implemented 
(by 2021), and the AM technology in healthcare becomes mature. Thereby, the findings of this 
study can be evaluated and developed in a better circumstance with more valuable practical 
evidence. Besides, NBs can always be the reliable data source for these relevant researches, 
where meaningful arguments for the medical device regulatory system in connection with the 
medical device market can be provided. Therefore, the same quantitative methodology could 
be used to cover all NBs around EU to elaborate on the impact of MDR practically and widely. 
The specific case studies on the NBs can also be an option. For instance, case study of NBs can 
be carried out in parallel as a comparative design, which cover two groups of NBs that one is 
operating MDR and another one without operating MDR. The impact of MDR can be studied 
from the comparison of the different situations between these two groups specifically.  
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Appendix  

Appendix A. Self-completion questionnaire 

Study of the impact of new Medical Device Regulation --

Regulation (EU) 2017/745 

—— A master thesis study from Uppsala University 

NOTE: Questions without start are optional. 

Ethical consideration 

We will keep your anonymity and confidentially if you do not want to show your personal information and 
company information in our thesis. You can also refuse to answer the single question or the whole 
questionnaire if you feel uncomfortable with them. 

General Question  

1. In what country is your organization located?  

2. What is your organization's name? 

3. What is your position in this organization?  

4. What is your age?  

a. 20 – 30 

b. 31 – 40 

c. 41 – 50 

d. 51 – 60 

e. > 60  

f. Prefer not to say 

5. What is your gender? 

a. Female 

b. Male 

c. Prefer not to say 

6. How long have you been working in this organization?  

a. Less than 1 year 

b. 1 – 3 years 

c. More than 3 years 
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7. If it is possible, can we indicate your position, gender, age and years of working in our 
thesis to ensure the authenticity of the survey? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

 

 

Part One "AM (AM) & AM-relevant medical devices " 

1. What is your degree of familiarity with AM technology? * 

 

2. According to your understanding do medical devices building on AM in general 
need to be reviewed by Notified Bodies? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

c. Maybe  

3. What is your degree of familiarity with devices building on AM? * 

 

4. How often do you handle applications concerning medical devices building on AM in 
the medical devices market these years? * 

 

5. What is your opinion on medical devices building on AM and their use in 
healthcare?  

6. How many medical devices (both regular devices and 3D-printed devices) have you 
reviewed during 2019?  

7. How many devices building on AM have you conducted the conformity assessment? 
Could you please recall a number? 

 

Part Two.  "MDR (Medical Devices Regulation)" 

1.  To what degree do/will the MDR impact the operations of your organization? * 

very 

 seldom 
very often 
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2. What is your degree of familiarity with MDR? * 

 

3. There are several significant changes in MDR targeting Notified Bodies, please select 
one/more that you think has/have affected your services to a high degree? * 

a. New stricter designation procedure asking for new requirements on capabilities and 
competencies  

b. Required internal personnel rotation  

c. Required necessary consult with expert group/panels(scrutiny) 

d. Required stricter assessment on the high-risk (Class III) devices 

4. Any other important changes in MDR that affected your operation significantly? 

5. How have you responded to these changes that you chose or mentioned above? 

6. Please choose one/more consequences that you believe were or will be caused by the 
MDR for Notified Bodies. * 

a. Increased cost in internal operation 

b. Potential resource shortage 

c. More intense market competition 

d. Higher independence with more official protection 

e. More communication with manufacturers 

f. Increased focus on clinical evaluations 

g. Increased workload 

h. Increased control from the European level 

i. Increased demand for control of medical device producers 

7. Any other consequences that were or will be caused by the new MDR? (Which not 
mentioned above) 

8. Do you prefer working with MDD compared to MDR?  

a. Yes 

b. No 
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c. Maybe  

9. Have you faced any difficulty in implementing new MDR?  

a. Yes 

b. No 

c. Haven't started implementing yet 

10. Could you please introduce the difficulties that you met briefly? How did you solve 
them? 

 

Part three 

"MDR & AM-relevant medical devices" 

1. According to your opinion, to what extent the MDR had influenced your work 
concerning medical devices building on AM? * 

Please select 0 if you haven't implemented MDR yet. 

 

2. Please select one/more components in the conformity assessment procedure of AM-
relevant devices that you need to pay more attention to because of MDR. * 

a. General statement on the devices 

b. Technical documentation 

c. Clinical investigation data 

d. Post market report 

3. Any other components that need to be paid more attention? 

4. Could you please briefly talk about why these components need to be paid more 
attention to? 

5. Have you faced any difficulty in implementing new MDR with AM device?  

a. Yes 

b. No 

c. Haven't started implementing yet 

6. Could you please introduce the difficulties that you met briefly? How did you solve 
them? 
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7. Any other important issues that you want to talk about that are not mentioned in the 
former questions? 

8. Do you have any comments on our questionnaire? 

9. Could we keep in touch with you if we have further questions by email or phone? 
We would appreciate your help! 

a. Yes 

b. No 

10. If we can keep in touch with you, could you please leave the contact information 
here? 
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Appendix B. Detailed qualification criteria on the personnel in the NBs 

Table. Detailed qualification criteria on the personnel in the NBs 

PERSONNEL’S 
RESPONSIBILITY 

PROVEN QUALIFICATION/KNOWLEDGE AND 
COMPREHENSIVE EXPERIENCE CRITERIA 

ESTABLISH 
QUALIFICATION CRITERIA  

AUTHORIZE OTHER 
PERSONNEL TO PERFORM 
SPECIFIC CONFORMITY 
ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES 

 Union devices legislation and relevant guidance documents; 

 the conformity assessment procedures 

 a broad base of knowledge of device technologies and the design 
and manufacture of devices; 

 the notified body’s quality management system, related procedures 
and the required qualification criteria; 

 training relevant to personnel involved in conformity assessment 
activities in relation to devices; 

 adequate experience in conformity assessments under this 
Regulation or previously applicable law within a notified body. 

WITH RELEVANT CLINICAL 
EXPERTISE 

 identify when specialist input is required for the assessment of the 
clinical evaluation conducted by the manufacturer and identify 
appropriately qualified experts; 

 appropriately train external clinical experts in the relevant 
requirements of this Regulation, CS, guidance and harmonised 
standards and ensure that the external clinical experts are fully aware 
of the context and implications of their assessment and the advice 
they provide; 

 be able to review and scientifically challenge the clinical data 
contained within the clinical evaluation, and any associated clinical 
investigations, and appropriately guide external clinical experts in 
the assessment of the clinical evaluation presented by the 
manufacturer; 

 be able to scientifically evaluate and, if necessary, challenge the 
clinical evaluation presented, and the results of the external clinical 
experts’ assessment of the manufacturer’s clinical evaluation; 

 be able to ascertain the comparability and consistency of the 
assessments of clinical evaluations conducted by clinical experts; 

 be able to make an assessment of the manufacturer’s clinical 
evaluation and a clinical judgement of the opinion provided by any 
external expert and make a recommendation to the notified body’s 
decision maker; and 
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 be able to draw up records and reports demonstrating that the 
relevant conformity assessment activities have been appropriately 
carried out. 

CARRYING OUT PRODUCT-
RELATED REVIEWS 
(PRODUCT REVIEWERS) 

 successful completion of a university or a technical college degree 
or equivalent qualification in relevant studies, e.g. medicine, 
pharmacy, engineering or other relevant sciences; 

 four years’ professional experience in the field of healthcare 
products or related activities, such as in manufacturing, auditing or 
research, of which two years shall be in the design, manufacture, 
testing or use of the device or technology to be assessed or related 
to the scientific aspects to be assessed; 

 knowledge of device legislation, including the general safety and 
performance requirements set out in Annex I; 

 appropriate knowledge and experience of relevant harmonized 
standards, CS and guidance documents; 

 appropriate knowledge and experience of risk management and 
related device standards and guidance documents; 

 appropriate knowledge and experience of clinical evaluation; 

 appropriate knowledge of the devices which they are assessing; 

 appropriate knowledge and experience of the conformity assessment 
procedures laid down in Annexes IX to XI, in particular of the 
aspects of those procedures for which they are responsible, and 
adequate authorisation for carrying out those assessments; 

 the ability to draw up records and reports demonstrating that the 
relevant conformity assessment activities have been appropriately 
carried out. 

CARRYING OUT AUDITS OF 
THE MANUFACTURER’S 
QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM (SITE AUDITORS) 

 successful completion of a university or a technical college degree 
orequivalent qualification in relevant studies, such as medicine, 
pharmacy, engineering or other relevant sciences; 

 four years’ professional experience in the field of healthcare 
products or related activities, such as in manufacturing, auditing or 
research, of which two years shall be in the area of quality 
management; 

 appropriate knowledge of devices legislation as well as related 
harmonised standards, CS and guidance documents; 

 appropriate knowledge and experience of risk management and 
related device standards and guidance documents; 
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 appropriate knowledge of quality management systems and related 
standards and guidance documents; 

 appropriate knowledge and experience of the conformity assessment 
procedures laid down in Annexes IX to XI, in particular of the 
aspects of those procedures for which they are responsible, and 
adequate authorisation for carrying out those audits; 

 training in auditing techniques enabling them to challenge quality 
management systems; 

 the ability to draw up records and reports demonstrating that the 
relevant conformity assessment activities have been appropriately 
carried out. 

FINAL REVIEWS AND 
DECISION-MAKING ON 
CERTIFICATION 

 devices legislation and relevant guidance documents; 

 the device conformity assessments relevant to this Regulation; 

 the types of qualifications, experience and expertise relevant to 
device conformity assessment; 

 a broad base of knowledge of device technologies, including 
sufficient experience of conformity assessment of devices being 
reviewed for certification, the device industry and the design and 
manufacture of devices; 

 the notified body’s quality management system, related procedures 
and the required qualifications for personnel involved; 

 the ability to draw up records and reports demonstrating that the 
conformity assessment activities have been appropriately carried out 
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Appendix C. Results of questionnaire  

Appendix C. Part One "MDR (Medical Devices Regulation)" 

 

 

 

4. Any other important changes that affected your operation significantly? (5 responses) 

1) IVDR implementation 
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2) Covering requirements of Eudamed 

3) MDR Corrigendum, possible MDR delay by Corona virus, non-functionality of 
EUDAMED, changes in TFR sampling on IIa & IIb impl. 

4) NB's are required to demonstrate increased, more technical expertise in their scope of 
designation, as well as improved quality management systems. 

5) Authorities do not have a common understanding of the requirements, poorly formulated 
legislation 

5. How have you responded to these changes that you chose or mentioned above? 5 responses 

1) Hired new staff 

2) New personnel 

3) Yes, it would have been stupid not to do so. 

4) We have significantly increased our current number of conformity assessment experts. 

5) Additional local procedures and guidance 

1.5 How have you responded to these changes 
that you chose or mentioned above? (4 

responses)

Hire new staff Increase workload
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7. Any other consequences that were or will be caused by the new MDR? (Which are not 
mentioned above)4 responses 

1) Hopefully more coherence in the evaluation/review of devices 

2) Increased sampling of TFR for IIa and IIb and 100% sampling of IIb impl. and class III 
does require to have MDD and MDR in parallel for 2-3 years requiring double audits and 
TFR reviews for applicants. 

3) Because of limited NB's, conformity assessment process and supply of life- saving and 
life-enhancing technologies could be delayed 

4) Huge shortage of NBs and staff to assess new MDs and manufacturers 

 

 

10. Could you please introduce the difficulties that you met briefly? How did you solve 
them?4 responses 
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1) We had to revise our competence requirements, increase the amount of training 

2) unlogic regulation when compared to MDD. MDR only understandable with MDCG 
guidance that is very late and not complete yet. 

3) Resource needs. We have significantly increased our current number of conformity 
assessment experts and QMS staff. 

4) Authorities have contradictory views of the requirements. Causes additional 
communication and is solved by perseverence. 

 

Appendix C. Part Two "AM & medical devices building on AM" 

 

1.10 Could you please introduce the difficulties that you 
met briefly? (4 responses)

Need more staff Workload will increase Need more resources
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5. What is your opinion on medical devices building on AM and their use in healthcare?4 
responses 

 

1) I personally think that for some treatment (like facial trauma, inherited disorders etc.) this 
might be in the future the optimal treatment option. I also see some future options for mass 
production. 

2) alternative manufacturing method, but challenging in validation 

3) AM will significantly speed up the prototyping process and changes can be implemented 
quicker. 

4) Creates additional concerns that have to be addressed. 

 

6. How many medical devices (both regular devices and 3D-printed devices) have you 
reviewed during 2019?4 responses 

1) 200 

2) none, as I just changed to my position in notified body. Answer to next Question: Question 
is not meaningfull. AM is a process of manufacturing a device. Devices are conformity 
assessed on its design. The used manufacturing processes are part of the process 
validations like milling, turning, cleaning, packaging... 

3) Of course I am not sure, how many MD's reviewed by Kiwa. 

4) > 150 

 

 

2.5 What is your opinion on medical devices building 
on AM and their use in healthcare? (4 responses)

Positive Negitive
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7. How many devices building on AM have you conducted the conformity assessment? Could 
you please recall a number?3 responses 

1) 0 

2) 3 

3) 1 

 

Appendix C. Part three "MDR & medical devices building on AM." 

 

 

3. Any other components that need to be paid more attention?4 responses 

Biological evaluation and preclinical testing, validations: like manufacturing, cleaning, sterility 

1) Custom-made devices 
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2) QMS 

3) Biocompatibility, long term duration 

 

4. Could you please briefly talk about why these components need to be paid more attention 
to?4 responses 

1) Raw materials are critical, biological evaluation shall cover all final properties of the 
device. Clinical data: same expectations as towards all devices. PMS data: due to the lack 
of long-term use data it is also critical. Cleaning, sterilization: particulate any other 
contamination is possible due to the process. 

2) Industrial manufacturing processes are no longer custom-made. See MDR Article 2 Point 
(3) ...However, mass-produced devices which need to be adapted to meet the specific 
requirements of any professional user and devices which are mass-produced by means of 
industrial manufacturing processes in accordance with the written prescriptions of any 
authorised person shall not be considered to be custom-made devices; 

3) The regulatory requirements are intended to ensure that manufacturers consistently design, 
produce, and place onto the market, medical devices that are safe and fit for their intended 
purpose, QMS is one of the significant tool that demonstrates the product fulfill the 
requirements. 

4) There may be structural issued, problems with porosity affecting bacterial contamination. 

 

6. Could you please introduce the difficulties that you met briefly? How did you solve them?3 
responses 

1) We have competent colleagues 

2) - 

3) N/A 
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7. Any other important issues that you want to talk about that are not mentioned in the former 
questions?4 responses 

1) As a real challenge I see the certification of Class III custom made devices, where in 
practice only the technology can be certified. 

2) AM touches the MDR only in a different way compared to MDD due to changed definition 
of "cusom-made devices". Its´s today unclear what regulators intention was. MDCG 
guidance is required to understand regulators intention. 

3) - 

4) None 

 

Do you have any comments on our questionnaire?4 responses 

1) We already had several request for AM manufacturing - some as mass production, some 
as custom made devices. I shall mention that in several cases I had the feeling that the 
technology is available, but the knowledge, experience and responsibility as medical 
device manufacturer was somehow not as I would expect it. It is going to be a tough task 
to "weed" this manufacturing segment. Especially in case of custom made devices (less 
than Class III) I see a chaotic situation, some of them do their best to avoid any external 
control by a certification body. 

2) None 

3) Thank you very much. 

4) Non 

Quantitative analysis of open questions 
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